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MIANGUL SAR
M. J. MAHON

The Innominate Karakoram Expedition 1968
Just after Christmas 1966, I was sitting in Sheffield University
Students Union, on one of my rare half-days off as a hospital houseman, feeling particularly imprisoned in that northern industrial city.
It was not surprising therefore that when Jerry Lovatt suggested a
trip to the Karakoram in the summer of '68, the idea appealed to me.
Originally, the team was made up of Ward Donohue, a lecturer
in sociology in Birmingham; Jerry Lovatt, researching in psychology
iri Sheffield; Rod Brown, a geographer from Sheffield; Glyn Hughes,
A London executive; and apart from myself, Brian Griffiths, a computer programmer from London. The original objective was a
peak called Ganchen, which lies near the Indus valley, within
striking distance of Skardu. However in the course of time plans
had to change, and Rod Brown and Brian Griffiths were unable to
come, and the party was joined by Brian Chase, a materials scientist from Imperial College.
Permission for Ganchen, despite endless letters, did not seem to
be forthcoming from the Pakistan Government, so rather than
drop the whole project, we began to look for alternative objectives,
which our limited scale expedition could aim for. Brian suggested
a peak which had been attempted by an Italian expedition under
the leadership of Professor C. A. Pinelli. This was called Miangul
Sar, and was thought to be about nineteen and a half thousand
feet, situated in Swat-Kohistan, not far from the Chitral border.
The mountains in Swat, which is tucked up in the North-West
Frontier, are usually beyond reach of the Monsoon and have acceptable weather most of the time in the summer. It seemed probable
that the peaks there would suit our available time and finance, and
there were good prospects of getting permission to climb (this in
fact eventually came through before we left). The expedition was
fortunate in having Dame Eileen Younghusband for a patron, and
with her help we were able to get a grant of £250 from the Mount
Everest Foundation. We also had very generous offers from food,
drug and equipment firms, so the expedition was soon firmly
established.
For financial reasons the area had to be reached overland for
most of us, but Glyn flew to Kabul, being richer, and having less
time than most. A last minute addition to the party was Terry
Goodfellow, a teacher from London, who comes from an established
Himilayan family.
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The basic concept of our expedition was alpine. We proposed to
use porters only to carry to base camp, and to establish as few camps
as possible above this, making use of bivouacs where possible. Thus
we equipped ourselves with little in the way of high altitude clothing, apart from some fleeced nylon underwear. We all had duvets
and down sleeping bags, but only standard Alpine summer style
boots. It was found necessary to buy little in the way of climbing
equipment, our own personal gear being sufficient. For transport
we bought an ex-army Austin K.9. canvas-backed one ton truck.
This splendid vehicle, which cost us £170 came with a comprehensive selection of spares on a sale or return basis. It was in very good
condition, and gave a creditable account of itself, cruising at about
sixty, and returning thirteen miles to the gallon. We found the canvas back very useful for sunbathing on, sleeping on, and climbing
up to.
July the first saw us on the road, although we missed our boat at
Dover due to a tankful of wet petrol. The trip out was fairly uneventful, through Europe to Turkey, and then along the Asian
Highway to Kabul, where we were joined by a very white looking
Hughes. We arrived in Islamabad, the partly constructed and very
modern new capital of Pakistan on July the seventeenth. We intended to pick up our liason officer and push on to Swat straight
away, but this was not to be. Osman Beg, our liason officer, who is
a serving Squadron Leader in the P.A.F. was on leave, and the
Government seemed unable to contact him.
Meanwhile were were royally treated by the British High Commission and the members of the expatriot British community in
Islamabad and neighbouring Rawalpindi. The humid heat prevented much action during the days apart from swimming and
sunbathing, but the evenings were pleasantly spent enjoying the
excellent hospitality offered to us.
On Tuesday the twenty-third we picked up Osman and departed
for Swat, staying that evening in the largest town, Mingora. Swat
is a semi-independant state within Pakistan, having its own ruler,
the Walli, who granted us an audience on the return journey. The
state was established in the nineteen-twenties by Miangul, a local
chieftan with an exceptional amount of initiative and diplomacy. He
still lives, but now incomplete retirement, and it was after him that
our mountain was named.
The next morning we drove up the valley into the mountains,
past the tourist resort of Kalam, through Utrol, where we picked up
our compulsory escort of two policemen and on to the road head,
at a small village called Gabral. We stayed in the school house
overnight, and thanks to Osman's negotiating skill set off with
donkeys and porters fairly promptly the next morning. Progress
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was a bit slow at first, but we reached our base-camp site in two and
a half days. This was at a height of about 11,500 feet in a subsidiary
valley leading East from the Gabral valley past the small herdsmans
settlement of Maidham. The camp was situated by the river on a
stretch of flat grass, with a good supply of wood close by. The base
camp climate was quite equable, though a little hot at times, and a
definite inducement for the development of base-camp lassitude!
We retained with us at base-camp our two policemen, and one
porter called Mulang, who proved a strong and willing worker. We
were also visited continually by local herdsmen, and were a little
surprised and delighted when we were offered the loan of a transister radio for the duration of our stay; with live cricket and Top
of the Pops we really felt at home.
We were surrounded by many peaks at base, with Miangul Sar
dominating the view to the East. Generally the snow line was very
high, and there was much rock bared to view. This was a type of
granite, massive in formation, and very hard.
Gamp 1 was established up a small valley to the South-east of
base, near the snout of a glacier. The route to it from base was just
a slog up morraine and goat paths, and somehow we always contrived to go up and down during the heat of the day. From camp
1, a camp (Recce Camp) was established further up the same valley,
but this was not used for the ascent of Miangul Sar.
Gamp 2 was established to the South-east of camp 1, separated
from it by mixed morraine and snow slopes. The camp was at about
14,000 feet, situated on a rock that jutted out of the steep morraine
slope. The snow was easy to move on in the early morning before
the sun came up, providing good cramponing, but later turned into
a most revolting slush.
From camp 2 Glyn and Terry moved up and climbed a nearby
peak, Longjon Sar (approx. 18,000 feet) in one day. The mountain
was given its rather unusual name because Glyn, whose sunburn
was chaffed by his climbing breeches, wore instead, his long-Johns!
Camp 3, at about 16,000 feet, was on a glacier over the ridge
above camp 2. Established initially as only a bivouac, Jerry and
Brian were sufficiently convinced by the cold at that altitude to convert it into a camp proper.
From this point the summit was reached in one day. The initial
route took a prominent snow couloir on the West Face, which
broke out by a steep, icy, gully, onto the South-west ridge. This was
then climbed to the summit of the mountain over fairly easy
ground, with the exception of a rock step involving quite hard
rock climbing. The North summit (19,500 feet) was reached on the
second of August by Brian and Terry, and again on the sixth of
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August by Glynn and Jerry, who this time climbed the South-west
ridge all the way, this being the route taken in descent by the first
party.
Apart from our main objective, little was done in the mountains
due to the limitations of time. Recce camp was again visited, but
nothing was climbed from it. Brian and I went up onto the glacier
beneath the North Face of Miangul Sar, from which many smaller
peaks are within easy reach. The North Face itself looked a most
inhospitable place.
We had a celebration dinner on the last evening at base camp,
with a seven-course menu. The highlight of this was to be roast
mutton, but after seeing the poor animal slaughtered, and then
finding it horribly under cooked, we filled up on other alternatives
- except for Brian who consumed vast amounts of the beast!
The next day we left base camp and with the aid of some local
donkey-men enjoyed the easy downhill walk to Gabral, which we
reached the following mid-day. Our pangs of regret on leaving
the mountains were tempered by finding our truck with a flat tyre,
and a nearly flat spare
and we had not got a pump ! Fortunately
this was just about 'the only incident on the return trip, and we were
soon drinking beer in the Rawalpindi Intercontinental.
After being de-briefed by the Government we commenced the
long drive home, the tedium of which was relieved by spending
some time (and money) in places such as Kabul, Ghazni, Tehran
and Istanbul.
Our trip took ten weeks, and of this we spent seventeen days in
the mountains. We found this adequate for the climbing of our
main objective, but left little time for anything else. Due to the
considerable subsidies we were fortunate to have, the trip did not
prove very dear personally, and in many ways did not exceed the
proportions of an alpine holiday.
None of us would hestitate to go again.
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A HILL FOR ALL SEASONS
MICHAEL HALL
Over thirty years have passed since I gazed upon the scarps of
Cader Idris from a vantage point above Barmouth, and I thought
it looked five miles high. The passage of years has reduced it to
something a little less than three thousand feet, but has done
nothing to lessen the effort needed to trample its summit, so my
first impression resolutely remains and is with me on each ascent.
Every time I tread its slopes I think myself to be on the finest
hill in Wales, by virtue of its isolated situation, its variability, its
variety, its views. It stands without rival between the Mawddach
and the Dyfi, and extends in a long range of summits from Gross
Foxes to the sea. Its summit ridge twists and turns in its eastern
half between cwms and crags that deeply erode its sides, and after
the rocky bits are left behind sweeps in a gigantic and graceful
S-bend straight into Cardigan Bay. For this reason there is no
lack of abrupt near views, so there are very few ways up it that
can be considered dull; but because of this position it is the far
views that attract the walker. There is no more beautiful county
in Wales than Merioneth it has none of the harshness of the
north nor the monochrome of the south, and possesses a spaciousness
that is enchanting and restful. This is well seen from Cader Idris,
particularly beyond the vivid colours of the Mawddach estuary
to the Rhinogs, and inland to the point where Aran Mawddwy
cuts off any further view eastward. Perhaps not quite as perfect
a view as from Arenig Fawr further to the north, but one which
hns the western sea to add to its lustre and which extends, on the
requisite clear day, from Snowdon to Cam Llidi near St. David's
Head.
Because of the extent of its main ridge, there are few hills of its
size with so many ways up. Perhaps the most popular ways begin at
Minfordd just beyond the head of Tal y Lllyn, where one leaves the
road through an iron gate and passes through a pine wood and
over a stream before tackling the steep path that rises alongside the
Nant Cader. Because the path leads steeply up through woods,
height is gained quickly, and no matter how often I use this route,
the gap in the wall where the trees thin out always appears sooner
than I expect. Beyond this gap the views of Tay y Llyn and the
hills to the south begin to appear again, the gradient eases and the
stream begins to bend round westwards into Cwm Cau. The track
climbs on, well to the left of the stream, but those who follow it
are missing one of the best ways up the mountain, since at this
point a tiny track slants diagonally upwards to the right, ending
up on the south-east ridge of Mynydd Moel, the lower summit of
Cader Idris. This ridge is broad and heathery, giving splendid
8
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views to the east, and eventually peters out on the broad upper
slopes of Mynydd Moel.
One of the great attractions of Cader Idris is Llyn Gau, which
is to be found in the usual classic position at the head of the cwm
beneath Craig y Cau. Although the track begins its leftward slope
before the lake is reached, it is well worth diverting either to see it
at close quarters, or to feed under one of the several huge boulders
that abound in the area, or to skirt its northern-side by a narrow
track, and so take one of two alternative and more direct routes
to Pen y Gader. The first of these scrambles up an obvious shallow
gully to the col between Craig y Gau and the main summit and
so to the top; this is rather slithery and is probably a better way
down than up, although in snow it can be good both ways. The
second is very much a connoiseur's route; it starts with uncompromising directness from a point about halfway along the northern
shore of the lake and makes for a line of obvious slabs. These slabs
are remarkably continuous and give a delightful scramble before
both the rock and one's ingenuity in finding exposed positions give
out at about the halfway mark between tarn and summit another
fine way of making height quickly and easily. The broad grassy
slopes thereafter are something of an anticlimax, but then you can't
have everything. This route has been called the Platt Route, or
the Smith Route, depending on which member of the MAM you
happen to favour as the first ascender. More than likely King
Arthur, whose chair the mountain it, beat them both to it.
But to return to the main highway. This path soon reaches the
crest and ambles along it through heather and past quartzy slabs
until it steepens shortly below the top of the Pencoed Pillar. Between
the pillar and the main face of Craig y Cau lies Great Gully, and
here you find one of the profoundest downward views that Cader
has to offer. From here it is a short and bouldery climb to the
top of Craig y Cau, and from there the way leads down to the col
and thence up a broad path to the summit. Anyone who does not
wish to return the same way but who must of necessity rejoin his
car at Tay y Llyn can here find an easy and useful alternative
descent, by heading westward to Mynydd Pencoed and straight
down the grassy ridge, heading south and thus skirting the upper
part of Cwm Amarch. By a bump on this ridge there is the sort of
little tarn it is always a pleasure to find, and thereafter it is better
to follow a wall down to the right, cross it before coming to the flat
bit, fall in the stream while doing so as the wall is mainly loose
and overhanging, and so to the farm of Rhiw'r Ogof and a tumultuous welcome from dogs and hens, all of whom treat me like
a long-lost brother. (Look who's here! they say, before paying me
the very high doggy compliment of patterning my anorak with
muddy paw marks). Once safely past the reception committee, a
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road seems to head the right way, but this is best abandoned shortly
in favour of a more abruptly slanting track which leads downwards
through gorse and young birches to join the road half a mile short
of the Pen y Bont hotel. If you have to get back to Minfordd it
pays to follow the old road along the north side of Tal y Llyn which
leads past the old vicarage and through a ford (good camp site
to the right) before rejoining the main road. This way is perfectly
good for ascent, except that it gives the impression of being far
longer.
From the east, the way is from the top of the Tay y Llyn pass
over Gau Graig and Mynydd Moel, but more of that anon. From
north the main ways up start from Dolgellau, and one of the least
frequented and also one of the best leaves the town by an
uncompromisingly steep motor road, strikes across moorland to
reach the Afon Aran, arid follows it to Llyn Aran which lies
underneath the crags of Mynydd Moel. From here choose your
gully to the ridge and so to the top of Mynydd Moel all are
steep, all are loose, none are impossibly long.
From the Gwernan Lake hotel start the majority of walkers,
and most of those head for the Foxes' Path. For the most part,
this is a very nice route, wandering through little foothills, over
moorland streams, and passing on the way two little lakes, Llyn y
Gafr and Llyn y Gader. The Path itself, an unco-operative screeshoot about eight hundred feet high, has nothing to recommend it
other than as a means of descent, and then preferably in deep
snow, when it comes into its own provided you can find the start,
which lies a little way off the main ridge and is not identifiable in
snowstorms except by counting so many paces north-east from the
top, then a few more nor' nor' east, how many I can never
remember, and jumping into the void. I have tried this system,
and it worksij but not being an advocate of Russian roulette have
tried it only once.
Fortunately, there are ways up from the two lakes other than
the Foxes' Path, two of which are O.K. summer routes, and two
more-or-less O.K. winter routes. There is a gully which comes out
right by the summit of Mynydd Moel and which under snow is very
good of its kind; we reached it by traversing upwards from above
the Giant's Nose, and although the requisite snow was present
there wasn't much gully left by the time we'd finished traversing.
Still, it counts as a route up. The other winter-only route goes up
a vestigial gully about halfway between the two main summits which
peters out some way short of the crest. On this occasion a miserable
amount of snow was lying on frozen grass, and progress was only
made with the assistance of a large stone, which was stuffed
vigorously into the protesting mountainside, stood on, stepped off,
turned round upon, picked up, stuffed in a bit higher, and so on
10
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until the crest was at nose level, when more orthodox tactics supervened. I have never tried this way more than the once, and neither
has my companion, whose first and last winter ascent it was, and
who has sinced concentrated on small boat sailing.
The other two routes are far more worthy of attention, especially
the East Arete of Cyrfrwy. Not for nothing did Showell Styles
describe this as "the climb with a view" in his Mountaineers'
Weekend Book. Not only is the view there, but it succeeds in giving
a very passibile imitation of an alpine ridge in its lower part, loose
rock and all. One problem is to find the start; the boulder slope
above Llyn y Gader is remarkably stable and provides a quick
passage upwards, but at the top of this the way forward is a bit
tangled. However, to zigzag upwards is to find, with luck, a cairn
on a ledge, and from here we start, up a lichenous rib, in order
to reach the crest.
The principal and most conspicuous feature of the arete is the
level platform known as the Table, which marks the top of the
alpine-type ridge and is separated from the interesting stuff by a
gap at the top of a gully .This Table is however only level at its
upper edge, and the rest of it slopes sufficiently steeply as to make
an organised meal a hazard. It is a simple matter to lower yourself
into the breche and then traverse upwards again on to the skyline,
whence starts a pitch of unexpected steepness and exposure so
liberally supplied with holds as to be no more than Difficult.
Some of these near the top are apt to be lose, as I found on testing
one it ceased to be a hold and became a crazy-angled pinnacle.
The party I was with all treated this with exaggerated caution, and
did severe things climbing round it while the leader restrained it
from toppling with one finger on its topmost point, rather like the
old-fashioned way of playing rugger. When all had passed, there
came a majestic tuttie ("Below!"), the signal was given, the finger
was raised, several hundredweight of rock slowly heeled over, sped
through the air and fragmented with clouds, sparks and deafening
reverberations on the ledge below. The try had been converted.
From here a crack, perhaps the hardest thing on the climb, leads
to the scrambly ridge above and so to the top of Gyfrwy, about five
minutes from the main summit. By contrast with all this, the North
Arete of Gyfrwy is a fraud, but a pleasant one. It stands out so well
in profile as you ascend the boulder slopes, but after climbing the
first few feet and peering round the other side of it, it turns out to
be a child's scooter, ascended with one foot on rock and the other on
grass. This suits me fine; I think both have their places on a route,
and in any case both have whether I happen to think so or not. So
I accept it with what I hope will be mistaken for a mature grace,
and use it as another pleasant way to the top of Gader, incidentally
getting there appreciably quicker than those chanting their office of
11
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Black Thoughts and Malediction on the Foxes' Path a few hundred
yards away to the east.
For those who happen to be in the region of Kings' Youth Hostel
and have no special ambition than to bag the mountain, it is an easy
matter to emerge from the depths surrounding the hostel, cross the
old coach road, and take what is left of the old drovers' track which
connects the Mawddach with the upper Dy&ynni valley. The track
reaches its highest point at the Rhiw Gwredydd, and from here a
broad and sluggish track winds for over 1,000 feet up the upper
slopes of the mountain. This col is far more pleasantly reached from
Llanfihangel y Pennant, up an ancient track leading to the abandoned hendre of Hafotty. A more modest path then leads to the
rhiw. This is a long way up , but a fine way down; from Hafotty
the Dysynni valley looks very inviting, and at closer quarters does
not belie the invitation. First the rapid sparkling river and the
hamlet of Llanfihangel, next the ancient Gastell y Bere and Pont
Ystumaner, and then the bold profile of Bird Rock gazing out over
the flat lower valley towards the sea. This crag has been the home
of sea birds ever since the time thousands of years ago that the sea
lapped at its foot, and is still their inviolable domain. I have only
once tested this inviolability; ten feet up the ridge that starts from
the roadside by the Llanegryn turn and the whole valley knew I
was there. I respect birds, and though I don't particularly like them
refuse to compete with them, preferring the ignominy of the strategic withdrawal. And quite right, too.
Further pilgrimages, to Cader from its western end are apt to
attenuate one s lines of communication beyond what is reasonable,
but the way up from Arthog should not be omitted. An unmotorable
road leaves the village by the post office (or if you like there is a
motorable one a bit further along) and leads to Llynau Crogenen,
the black and blue lakes. From here it is a longish and in places
boggy plod to the col to the west of Tyrau Mawr, a bluff on the
ridge which dominates this end of the range. Tyrau Mawr is well
worth climbing, and from its summit it is an easy drop to the Rhiw
Gwredydd and thence up the plod-route to the summit; but many
will prefer to savour the immediate area, and if not tempted by
Tyrau Mawr will get equal satisfaction in walking up to Llyn Cyri,
which is to be found in a splendid position underneath Craig y Llyn,
or by an airy scramble up Bryn Brith immediately to the north of
the twin lakes, which provides an inspiring view of the whole of
Cader's north escarpment, and an equally good view of the extent
of the wooded estuary of the Mawddach.
But the finest way to know the mountain is to traverse its entire
length from east to west, from the top of the Tal y Llyn pass to the
sea at Llwyngwril. Not only does this provide a near-thousand foot
start, but gives a view to seaward all the way. Scorning the gentle
12
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introductions, the walk starts on full bore with a steep grass and
bracken slope which later levels off before the steep boulder slope
leading to the crags of Gau Graig, the first top on the ridge. It is
perhaps easiest to slant uphill to the right of the fence before reaching the crags, cross the foot of a grassy rib and climb the heathery
rake beyond swiftly on all fours, but if you stick to the fence there
is a choice of rock problems instead. The actual top is flat and dull,
but Mynydd Moel looks, attractive enough to summon you on once
breath has been regained. As the intervening level ridge between
the two is left behind, the slope in front becomes progressively less
steep in appearance and provides a short, pleasant and breezy climb.
Mynydd Moel has two cairns on its summit and from here a mile
of broad, tilting ridge leads to the castle of rocks that forms the
summit of Pen y Gader. There is much to see on the way, especially
on the north side where the drop is satisfyingly profound. Near the
top the old shelter has been rebuilt in a very sensible way; this has
had quite a history. In its heyday it tried to rival Snowdons' cafe
and in the late 'forties was still selling soft drinks. But time and
weather took their toll, and the man who used to carry up supplies
in one hour flat each day ceased his journey, and the sheep moved
in instead. Nowadays it is the sheep who have had it.
The highest part is now behind, but the longest in front. It
stretches westward in two enormous curves down to the sea, and
looks a long, long way. However, it is easy going down the tourist
route to the Rhiw Gwredydd and up the opposite slope to Tyrau
Mawr, and this cuts down the remaining distance quite considerably.
From here the drop to the next col is rather deeper, and a steep
ascent leads to the first of the two summits of Craig y Llyn. Although
the route involves a steady loss of height it is still over 2,000 feet at
this point. From here on the great north scarp of Cader Idris has its
last elegant fling; it bends round in a mile and a half semicircle
above Llyn Cyri to end on the tussocky grass of Craig Cwm Llwyd.
Unless one prefers to escape into the lower Dysynni valley, there is
a final four-mile descent to the sea, first crossing the old Ffordd Ddu
trackway at the next col, and then over the gentle hump of Pen y
Garn before the Afon Gwril leads the weary down to Llwyngwril,
or as I would prefer to say, to the Garthangharad Arms.
It is said that whoever spends the night on Cader Idris will by
morning be a madman, a poet, or a corpse. Having suffered no
more than cramp, a heavy cold and a fit of more than usual absentmindedness, I can disprove the legend without despising it. The
poetry of Arthur's Seat has cadences all of its own.

13
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HOLIDAYS BY THE SEA
C. PERRY

Most people will remember the myths that developed about the
new sea cliff climbing at Anglesey following an article in Mountain
Graft and a rather sensational half page in the Sunday Times. The
latter stressed the extreme looseness and friability of the rock and
even gave a diagram showing a new climbing technique which had
been developed to minimize the leverage on the holds. The rock was
a type of recompressed and fused sanddescribed as Quartzite
stone which gives the appearance of limestone embedded with
quartz. This, was enough to arouse anyone's suspicions and provided
ideal material for the exaggerated stories and anecdotes which
climbers enjoy so much. I remember being warned that "you have
to be slightly mad to climb in the Dolomites but it takes a real
idiot to climb at Gogarth" and "the V.S's go up to 'Cenotaph
Corner' standard, the H.V.S's up to 'Vector' standard, and the
extremes are even harder!"
This deterred us for a while but after climbing in the Dolomites,
the following summer John Gray and I decided to go and see for
ourselves. At the time only a handful of routes had been done near
South Stack so we parked the car and set off across the moorside
towards Gogarth Bay where Pete Crew's interim guide book described about forty routes. There was no path in those days and after
three-quarters of a mile we turned leftwards down the heather
covered slopes towards the sea hoping to find the "well-appointed
grass platform" at the top of the descent gully. This provided an
excellent viewpoint and we settled down to gaze ait the cliffs below
and work out where the routes went. The guide book describes
the Main Sea Cliff which rises vertically out of the
two sections
sea to a maximum height of almost 400 feet and stretches for about
half a mile from North Stack island to more broken rocks and a
very steep grass slope at the foot of the descent gully. At the top of
this slope set back, is a 200 feet high amphitheatre of rock which
the Upper Tier. It was certainly the most
is the second section
impressive cliff I had ever seen and we decided to avoid the more
frightening parts and try a recommended H.V.S. on the Upper Tier
called the "Gauntlet". This follows an obvious line of weakness up
the back of the amphitheatre just to the right of the large overhanging section of rock which the "Ramp" traverses diagonally. The
surroundings were really intimidating and I started up the first
pitch haunted by all the stories of loose rock and desperate climbing
but encouraged somewhat by a peg visible at 15 feet. There were
several loose flakes and the occasional friable hold but on the whole
the rock was quite reasonable and I did the first two pitches in one.
The final pitch however, which John led, involved chimneying up
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a wide crack full of loose blocks and chockstones. One side was
formed by a huge detached flake and we climbed up very cautiously
telling ourselves that it had been there for centuries. This trust
later proved ill-founded when the whole flake collapsed into the
sea earlier this year. It must have been an incredible trundle since
two routes disappeared in the process, and a huge delta of rock
and debris now covers the grass slopes down to the sea .At the time,
however, the route dispelled a lot of our fears and we returned to
Glan Dena very pleased with our first day's efforts. Unfortunately
a surprise working party had arrived which welcomed us with open
arms and it was six days before we were able to return and climb
"Gogarth", a H.V.S. on the main sea cliff. This is one of the
longest routes on the cliff and we found it much harder than the
"Gauntlet", particularly on the final pitch which was. both hard and
loose. There seemed to be a gradual transition from loose rock to
vertical grass at the top and I had great difficulty finding a belay.
This is one of the most unnerving things about climbing at Gogarth
but nowadays, with more traffic, the routes are getting cleaned
off and there are often obvious, belays and well-used paths up the
grass slopes.
Our summer holidays were almost over and we did not return
until late in November when there was a 'Stoats' meet at Glan
Dena. We decided to see just how desperate a Gogarth extreme
really was and again picked the relative safety of the Upper Tier
since John had heard of or read somewhere that either "Central
Park" or "Fifth Avenue" was easy. He could not remember which
but reasoned that since the former was described in Mountain
Craft as resembling "Great Wall" on Cloggy, then perhaps it was
also of similar difficulty .This meant the "Fifth Avenue" was the
easier of the two and I was duly pointed up it. The less said about
the resulting two hours of concentrated grippery the better, but his
hypothesis was disproved and we climbed our hardest route up to
that date. In fact it was almost John's last climb before his tragic
and total retirement from climbing. His last one, fittingly, was
"Dwm" on Castell Cidwm.
When the weather started to improve again the following spring,
"Central Park" was the obvious route to try. This time I was
climbing with another John Gray, from Bristol, and we both found
the route as easy as expected except for a little loose rock and poor
protection on the first pitch. Shortly afterwards, during the Easter
holiday, I imported Dave Pearce, my "fearless leader" from the
Avon Gorge, who led me up two of the hardest routes on the cliffs.
He wanted to do "Dinosaur", so called because it requires "a
long neck and no brains", but fortunately a high sea prevented us
from reaching the start and he had to be content with the "Rat
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Race" which can be reached by a higher traverse over the pinnacle
of "Gogarth". The first pitch is technically the crux and traverses
diagonally across an overhanging wall to the foot of an even more
overhanging chimney. This I found reasonable but the second pitch
up the chimney was a nightmare. I was standing about 100 feet
above the sea on a sloping stance with poor peg belays while Dave
led 30 feet up this before finding a good runner. The roar of the
sea and the pieces, of rock he kept throwing down added to the air
of seriousness of the situation and by the time it was my turn to
climb I was a complete wreck. I always maintain that certain routes
can be harder for a tall person, and here was a perfect example for
I could not get into the back of the chimney. Climbing up the outside frightened me more than any other route before or since and
we were still only half way up the cliff. Luckily the rest of the
climb went easily except for a few anxious moments on the final
pitch which was done in drizzle and semi-darkness. I'd never been
so relieved to finish a route before and the prospect of "Dinosaur"
the following day was horrifying. Fortunately Sunday dawned
damp and misty with the sea still too rough for the traverse and we
decided to try "Winking Crack", a superb route on the Upper Tier
which is so named because Joe Brown thought it winked at him
whenever he walked past in search of new routes on the main sea
cliff. The first ascent had used a considerable amount of aid but
most of the loose rock, which made this necessary, had been removed, and Dave was able to climb both pitches free. Not without
some difficulty however, and even after a half hour nap at the top
he claimed he was too tired to give me tension up the final wide
crack.
I still hadn't been very far along the sea level traverse but a few
weeks later the sea was calm enough to allow "Bristol" John Gray
and myself to reach "Pentathol" which starts about one hundred
yards along from Gogarth pinacle. There are two really low points
on this traverse and although the state of the tide is important the
calmness of the sea is the critical factor. Climbing on the Upper
Tier is just like any other cliff except for the scenery but the sea
cliffs are huge and one feels very isolated and vulnerable. Escape on
to an easier route is often impossible and abseilling off usually means
into the sea as the lower part of the cliff overhangs for most of its
length. Also the traverse line back to safe ground quickly gets cut
off if the tide comes in or the sea gets rough. However, the weather
is immaculate even compared with Tremadoc and the cliffs are
usually very quiet. It seems ridiculous to climb a few feet above sea
level but the tourists are miles away and the only signs of civilisation
are the occasional boats coming in and out of Holyhead harbour.
Most routes are not as long or serious as those on the main sea cliff
but unfortunately the easiest are V.S.
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KALAHARI, ANGLESEY
Ghrix Perry climbing

{John Harwood)
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More recently the cliffs around South Stack have been developed
but the rock tends to be very friable and loose and most of the
routes require long abseils to get to the start. However, the cliff's
below Helen's Castle are fairly easy to get to and give some very
enjoyable climbing on good rock. One cold windy day late in November six of us abseiled down to the platform just above the sea and
had a most enjoyable day climbing in warm sunshine completely
sheltered from the wind. The only other route I've dared to try at
South Stack is the "Mousetrap" which was originally graded extreme because of loose rock but is now considered much easier.
Technically the climbing is not particularly enjoyable and the rock
is unusual to say the least but as a route it is magnificent.
Of the climbs on the Upper Tier, "Park Lane ' and "The Ramp"
stand out, the former as a route and the latter for the trundling
contest held from the second pitch. Trundling is a favourite pastime
of the hardened Gogarth climber because not only does one get all
the clatter and banging of falling rock, but also a splash at the end.
In fact Gogarth has excellent facilities for such devious "climbing"
activities as swimming, sunbathing and eating, but as yet has no
pub. The only disadvantage is its distance from the home comforts
of Glan Dena.
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FIVE GO TO THE FRENDO
ROGER HIGH

I had just about given up Chamonix for the year, not for bad
weather but for lack of climbing partners. The weather had been
good, on and off, for August and by using telepheriques the best use
had been made of the good days. Most were well satisfied with the
season and had gone home. I was still a bit short of routes, about
as fit as I had ever been and reluctant to leave.
It could not have pleased me more when Jean-Claude returned
from a climb still eager to do the Frendo Spur of Aiguille du Midi.
A great pyramid of rock rests on the glacier slopes above Plan des
Aiguilles and supports a graceful curve of snow capped by a fringe
of rock. A most attractive route from below, it is regarded with
some respect by my French friends in spite of its "Difficile" grading.
I was later to learn why. It is also a great spectator climb, lying
almost beneath the telepherique which served us so well.
We slept at Plan des Aiguilles and good weather was promised by
the fine sunset. Thinking I had about 15 shots left in the camera,
I had not brought any spare film. I was not too pleased, then, to
discover that my sunset shot took the last exposure and I would have
to carry the camera and telephoto lens, up the whole climb without
being able to use them.
Just before going to sleep I made my next discovery the car keys
were missing. A search outside the hut failed to reveal them and
I was faced with the prospect of possessing a car with no keys, or
no car.
I slept well that night.
By 3.30 a.m. we were away accompanied by a party of three
friends of Jean-Claude, including one girl. Before long we were on
the slippery ice slopes leading up to the rock. We put on crampons.
We were still half an hour from the "rimaye" when there was a cry
from Jean-Claude. I turned to see him examining his right crampon. Two inside front points were broken. "C'est fini. Je ne
peux pas la faire."
Various possibilities were discussed as to other routes to do, needing no crampons. I was a little worried about the car and not
particular about a change of plan. Finally someone hit on a bright
suggestion, that I might perhaps lead the snow and ice pitches.
The first problem was crossing the rimaye. We searched up and
down for the place before finally finding some old steps leading
leftwards. Snow bridges were getting pretty rickety by now but
held. A short wall of softish snow caused a delay as each went
carefully up. The remaining snow cover above was good and firm
and each chose his individual way up. Jean-Claude made for rocks
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as fast as possible, to avoid using crampons too much. I kept to
the snow threading my way through linking tongues, before reaching continuous rock.
The pyramid of rock was straightforward with pegs here and
there to show the way. We led through and although not going
The
extremely fast, slowly pulled away from the other three.
climbing was pleasant and long by the time we had reached the foot
of the snow we felt justified in taking a leisurely second breakfast, a
As if to
luxury I could have done with on previous climbs.
celebrate I managed to drop my water-bottle down a hole, where
in all likehood it still remains.
The other three were not so far behind so it was time to press
on. We put on crampons and took coils and followed the footsteps
upwards through snow already softening in the sun. The slope led
up to that ridge of snow, so clearly visible from Chamonix and even
more attractive at close quarters. A certain amount of cloud had
built up but did not worry us much. It served the purpose of concealing us from the peering eyes in the cable car at least.
As the angle of the ridge steepened we had to move singly and
there was a deterioration in the steps. With a good pair of crampons
I was prepared to go fast from belay to belay but Jean-Claude
asked me to improve the steps for him. From then on I had to chip
away at ice underlying the snow, now much softer in the afternoon
sun. As the angle steepened it became impossible to use an axe belay
and the screws had to be brought out. We could see the others now
moving quickly together up the snow.
It was slow work and there was not much time to admire the
views through breaks in the cloud, as hauling in the rope demanded
a fair amount of attention. It was with some relief, too, when we
reached a rock with an old wooden wedge jammed in a crack. I
threaded a sling and enjoyed the first secure belay for several
hundred feet.
We were now below the final "fringe of rock". It had taken on
entirely new proportions now we were so close and was much steeper
than the rock below. I knew it formed the most difficult part of the
climb, had the only pitch graded V and was said to be undergraded.
I was anxious to get to grips with it as time was pressing on and we
had no bivouac gear. The idea had been to travel light and fast, so
we had just brought duvets and no sweaters. The next two pitches
were not conducive to fast going however. Steps were more difficult
to make than at any other time during the climb as I traversed upwards and leftwards. The ice was more friable. It took a long time
to manufacture a belay. With an ice screw for protection I placed
a peg in the rocks above. It was not the best peg I had ever placed.
Jean-Claude came up quickly before I set off again. I placed one
screw as protection for the traverse across to the grade V rock pitch.
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A short wall with a peg at about 10 feet led to a snow patch. I could
not have reached the peg without a desperate lunge and not trusting
the belay I placed a lower peg. With much scratching of crampons
pulling, an icy hand jam or two and standing on the peg with one
crampon point, I gained the snow-patch. Jean-Claude was not
impressed. He led the next pitch, a rather broken groove. An easy
snow pitch led to the final rock barrier, a wall seamed with overhanging cracks and bristling with ice.
There seemed to be two choices of route : straight up very steep
rock by way of a wedge and sling at about 20 feet, for at least two
pitches; a long upwards traverse to the left across snow-covered
ledges and an ice-fall to a notch in the skyline. Our route description
said helpfully just work across to the left to easier angled ground.
Placing much faith in guide-book writers and encouraged by the
sight of a peg I chose the latter. The snow ridge and ice pitches had
taken their toll on our remaining hours of daylight. If we had any
more hold-ups we might have to face the possibility of a bivouac.
With a shiver, I stepped leftwards and made ground easily to the
foot of a groove which was the right-hand boundary of a large flake.
Half way up was the peg. I made a couple of moves and clipped
in. A good finger jamming crack brought my hands to the ledge
at the top of the flake. I mantelshelved and lifted one cramponed
foot on to the ledge. I needed more security, retreated to below the
peg and brought out my etrier from the sack. I hooked it on to the
sling at the right hand end of the ledge. Standing in the top loop
there was a shade more balance to help me feel around for a left
hand-hold. The best was a crack between water-ice and a sloping
edge of rock, but no matter what I did the hand would not stick. I
tried to lodge my axe on the far side of the ice, where it was softer,
but to no avail. Finally, I placed the adze of the axe in the crack
so that it jammed. It was just enough then to help me to bring the
other foot up. I cursed myself for having insufficient courage to
mantelshelf right at the start.
Using the crack as a hand-jam, I withdrew the axe and balanced
down to some footsteps in soft snow on the ledge. The next step
across needed protection and the only possibility was a nobble of
rock at foot level about four feet away. I flicked a tape sling over
it and pretended it would stay on if I did not and moved left to
stand first on the nobble, then past it. The notch was a mere 20 or
30 feet away to the left and some five or ten feet higher, but now
for the first time I was looking in detail at the intervening problem.
My thoughts turned to the bivouac and retreat tomorrow.
A near-vertical scoop of green ice plunged downwards from
frozen white organ-pipes. Above, a thin crack slanted rightwards
beneath an overhang, but the wall below it was smooth. Below,
snow-spattered rock bulged. I could see no sign of anyone having
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crossed the ice-fall. At last I saw an indistinct step in the packed
snow at my knee. I used it, and three or four more to the foot of
the rock wall. I regarded it with awe. What kind of people were
these who had preceded us? Not a peg interrupted the line of that
crack. I should have known the French better. Right in front of my
nose, partly hidden behind the ice was a rusty, but stout and friendly
little man. With a cry of elation, I grabbed him and clipped in and
took stock of my surroundings with renewed confidence. I looked
across at the organ-pipes. Was there not a trace of a step hewn in
the icy mass?
I hacked away and made it usable once more. There was one
more step to make good and icy side pulls to move to it. A detached
boulder below the huge overhang was the key to the move off the
ice. I tested it. Whether it was frozen solid or really solid I do not
know, but solid it was and I treated it as such. With one hand on
the rock and one pulling in opposition on the ice, I bridged across
to the snow beside the rock. With my last sling I arranged a runner
round the rock then swung to the other side of the rock. By now
the rope drag was considerable and I had to take some with my
hand before making the next long step across the top of the green
ice. A couple more moves up rock and I was standing at the notch.
As Jean-Claude prepared for the assault I struggled into my
duvet, realising how cold it had become during that pitch. The
second of the other three had just completed the grade V pitch
They would have to hurry if they were to exit before dark. JeanClaude in spite of his broken crampons, made good time, but
acclaimed it was ridiculous to grade a climb Difficile with a final
pitch like that. He agreed with my estimate of VI although his
route description had not graded it. He went on up easily to above
the big overhang where he could contact the others and perhaps
throw them a top rope.
While he practised cowboy tricks with one strand of the rope,
I led on up the snow-slope with the other. After 50 feet of soft
snow underlain by ice, which I was supposed to make into a staircase for the others, I began to feel the exposure. By the time I had
run out the full rope's length there were still some ten feet between
myself and the ridge. Jean-Claude was in the process of trying to
pass his duvet to the others who were preparing for a night out.
They did not like the idea of tackling the last pitch in the dark,
even with a top rope.
I had to wait a few minutes until he could change his position
to give me the extra rope. At last I moved up to the ridge and belayed in the gathering darkness. As we moved on together up the
ridge, I began to feel weary for the first time. We took shelter in
the telepherique station together with others who had been caught
out.
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In the morning we went to investigate the plight of our friends.
The night had been calm and clear. Now, only the crunch of our
feet on the frozen snow broke the stillness. There were shouts to
answer ours. They were chilly but cheerful. Jean-Claude went down
to administer the "coup de top-rope" while I belayed from the
ridge. The sky had been lightening and was now gaining colour.
It painted the snow ridge with a delicate shade of gold, as I
watched, a pin prick of yellow light caught my eye as an edge of
a
the sun found the bottom of a vee on the horizon in Italy
magical moment which etched itself and the whole climb finally in
my memory.
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CAIRNGORM DAYS
DAVID SMITH

There is much more to the Cairngorms than the ski lifts and
sophistication of Aviemore and I have always felt, in any case, that
Braemer in the east made the better centre. This is even more true
if you consider the complete area covered by the S.M.C. Guide
(all 298 pages of it) and look into the possibilities of the Eastern
Grampians as well, including the very fine peak of Lochnagar. A
number of days based on this eastern approach come to mind.
One February afternoon with the snow deep even below the hills,
we dug a way for the car up to the head of Glen Clova having
approached by way of Kirriemuir, famous only by song, and camped
in a little wood at the mouth of Glen Doll.
The next morning brought one of those perfect winter days of
hard frost and clear skies, so we set off without delay by the farm of
Acharn, crossed the glittering iced-up burn by a bridge and headed
over the flat ground of the valley bottom in deep snow for the foot
of the Scorrie which was to be our first objective. Our intended
route lay up into a hanging corrie on the face from whence we
hoped to escape by a quite interesting looking gully which twisted
up above before coming out on the ridge of the mountain below its
final rise. The flat ground abruptly tilted upwards before us and,
ajusting our pace, we set to on large scree made tricky by the deep
soft snow.
It proved to be hard work but very pleasant in the winter sunshine as we steadily gained height. Higher things became more
interesting and we headed in to a gully that we hoped would lead
us to the top. On starting it, we were disappointed to find the snow
still very soft and deep but nevertheless we did enjoy a fine ascent
in a grand position overlooking the dazzling glen below. We got a bit
bogged down at times but by expending a lot of energy kept ourselves moving in the right direction. There were some reasonable
pitches where the gully steepened to the vertical and luckily these
were narrow enough to permit backing up, thus avoiding the impossibility of disintegrating snow. Much higher we did find some
ice which was an improvement, although even this was masked in
places by piles of soft snow and needed some care.
All went well and finally after an enjoyable ascent we carne out
on a little saddle on the ridge which overlooked the Winter Corrie
beyond. Despite the sun, we found a freezing wind up there and so
quickly pressed on and had a good steep scramble on snowed-up
rock and heather to the summit of the Scorrie above. The outlooks
were magnificent on this day and we quickly left our top, which in
truth is little more than the end of a ridge, and headed for the main
summit, Driesh, which lay about a mile away. Pleasingly the snow
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improved as we gained further height and we were soon walking
easily on its frozen surface.
Reaching the summit at 3043 feet we were able to see the nature
of the Eastern Grampian massif a great plateau surprisingly
level at about the 2800 foot contour and of course on top one
cannot see the many glens that cut into it. For the Munro Bagger
it is ideal ground as there rise from the uniform level, which offers
good going, little hillocks which only have to exceed some 200 feet
to reach the magic 3000 foot contour.
On other days I have enjoyed the high level walk across these
tops a much grander experience than may be imagined from my
preceding description of the scene. One January day I was camping
with the Mountain Rescue in Glen Isla and made a superb round
including Glas Maol, the highest top in the area, with aerial views
down to the utterly snow bound Cairnwell road with the well known
Devils Elbow just before its summit. One rarely enjoys the winter
sun over 3000 feet in Scotland without wind and this day was no
exception. It was not too rough however and swirling wind-blown
powder snow generally confined itself to a glistening moving
blanket only some three feet above the ground and imparting a
rather weird effect in the sunshine.
To get to know the Eastern Grampians you need to traverse them
at night when the immense loneliness of the area can strike home
more strongly than even the most eerily mist bound day. One evening we reached the quarry near the farm of Braedownie at the head
of Glen Clova in pretty well complete darkness and luckily the rain
that had been trying to fall gave up the attempt for the moment.
On foot and trying not to use torches more than necessary we
had a rough scramble up Jocks Road, one of the numerous, ancient
tracks across the mountains and certainly not too easy to follow in
the dark. Getting onto the tops at last we found, even there, the
night was almost completely pitch black, although the stars were
frequently visible between the rushing clouds. Passing near Point
3014 feet we headed off to the north on open moorland. This gave
easy going despite the occasional peat hag and one's mind was free
to enjoy the sensations of the wind rushing by in the night over
the dimly sensed (rather than seen) hills. Unfortunately a mishap
to the ankle of one of our party made a return to lower levels
necessary before planned and we had soon made our way down
into the, if anything, darker pit of Glen Callater. But mindful that
we were on a Mountain Rescue exercise we let off a Verey Light
and were pleased to sight answering signak from the other two
parties who certainly did not appear to be on their appointed
routes. Down in the glen we brewed up with self heating soup whilst
listening to the rather terrifying sound of the stags roaring all
around. So in due course we got ourselves picked up in time to get
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a good sleep in addition to enjoying a night on the -hills. The other
parties made epics of the occasion by not turning up till midday,
completely shattered.
All this country leads one to Lochnagar however, a fine peak
with very many and varied aspects. Unfortunately although I got
to its summit on a number of occasions it was one of those mountains that never seemed to give me good weather conditions. We
normally slept in the bothy at the foot of Loch Muick and the
main recollections of weekends based there are of cooking on the
flame thrower, well named the Bomb, which is standard issue to
Mountain Rescue teams, of torrential rain and mud making the
evening convoy to the nearest pub an impressive occasion and one
particular ascent of Lochnagar. On this occasion, reaching the top
the conditions were even more foul than usual, visibility more or
less nil together with a hurricane of wind and freezing, driving rain.
Needless to say we were soaked through and nearly petrified, but
on this day some nameless member of the party produced a small
bottle of rum which was passed round from one set of shaking
fingers to another. The day improved remarkably after this ceremony and the descent was one of the fastest. No question of
diverting for the bridge but straight through the swollen burn at
the bottom, up to our middles and ice axes essential to avoid being
swept away. I would like to catch Loohnagar unawares some day
and enjoy its quieter moods under sunshine .
Although really part of the main mass of the Cairngorms I always
feel that Beinn a'Bhuird and Ben Avon in the east are separate.
They are certainly off the beaten track. I have only been on them
the once and making my way up Glen Quoich from the direction
of Braemar I soon found that the good track, Macduff's Road, came
to an end. I had seen this from the map but had hoped that some
sort of track would go on up the glen. It didn't and a fairly tiring
flog followed to where the great southern slope of Beinn a'Bhuird
blocked the view ahead.
This is quite some slope but in practice was surmounted without
too much toil. I must have been fit in those days! Up on top I soon
was able to enjoy a rest by the cairn of the South Top at 3860 feet
where I was surprised to find the remains of a pick and shovel.
I would have thought that having slogged up this mountain with
such heavy tools one would not have forgotten them in a hurry.
A wonderful high level walk followed. This is a feature of the
Cairngorms. The going is generally easy, but the hills themselves
are far from just rounded hummocks. On Beinn a'Bhuird for
instance there were some fine crags dropping to the wild Coire
nan Clach and I believe that some climbing has been done on
them. Probably hardish with the rounded weathering of the softish
rock and no five minute stroll from the car either. Plenty of tops
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break up the walk and each gives its excuse to stop and drink in
the sunshine and the superb sweeping outlines of the main and
more well,known part of the area to the west.
There is only a relatively small drop before Ben Avon, the Sneck,
and so on to the rock stack that forms the main top. This provides
a simple scramble, but could be made difficult. Its name, Leabaidh
an Daimh Bhuidhe, is (however impossible. Time called for a
retreat without exploring the other outcrops on the bleak ridge
of this mountain and was made by the Sneck and down the corrie
to the Glach a'Chleirich. I don't know the story behind the name
to this boulder, but presumably, being the Highlands, some inoffensive clergyman met his complicated doom there. A welcome stalkers
track eased the way back to the valley.
Coming to the main mass of the Cairngorms now from the east
one has the choice of many days. These will normally start from
Derry Lodge well situated in the trees at the mouth of Glen Derry.
One is often able to get a car this far, thus giving more time on
the hills but, if not, the good track up from the Linn of Dee forms
a steady start and finish to a day. In deep snow this may prove
less easy and I recollect on one occasion failing to even reach the
Lodge, having waded through deep drifts as far as the bridge. We
envied some descending skiers then, as they glided easily over the
snow down the line of the track.
To mention only a very few of the many fine days that are
possible from Derry Lodge I would start with the Derry Cairngorm
ridge, being the nearest. The initial rise takes one to the top
of Carn Crom from whence the ridge becomes more rocky and a
fine scrambly walk leads on to the main top two miles further and
the best part of a thousand feet higher. One probably gets one of
the best views of Ben Macdhui from this angle with the fine crags
of the Coire Sputan Dearg hanging round the little Lochan Uaine.
The summit of Derry Cairngorm is a good rocky top and I must
admit more satisfactory than the more usual arrangement in the
area where the top is a plateau and the cairn only assumed to
be on the highest point.
There is certainly no need to call it a day with this peak as the
ridge runs finely on till one can drop to the side of Loch Etchachan.
One can take several directions from here. An obvious route is to
make a way up the easy slopes to the summit plateau of Ben
Macdhui, the highest top in the group. The charm and attraction
of the area become apparent in this manner for as time and inclination dictate one can wander at will along the ridges from summit
to summit then drop to the glens and in all probability find a
first-rate track to make light of the long haul home.
A mountain not so often climbed rises easily from Loch
Etchachan. This is Beinn Mheadhoin and once on its open summit
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slopes one finds again that there are numerous outcrops to investigate and, indeed, approaching the one that forms the main summit
it is not very easy to see how one is going to get up it. However,
unfortunately it proves easy on its far side, but nevertheless forms
a good spot to sit awhile. Looking north west one sees across the
great trench of Loch Avon the open slopes and summit of Cairngorm itself. A fine mountain outlook giving no hint of the activities
on its further slopes. Descending from Beinn Mheadhoin one can
regain Derry Lodge by the long, long track down Glen Derry a
pleasant end to the day nevertheless.
The other main group of the Cairngorm area are those rising
to the west of the Lairig Ghru Cairntoul and Braeriach. From
the east again these can form a magnificent round. Approaching
from Derry Lodge and across the Luibeg bridge one soon sights
the fine profile of the Devils Point. Access to this mountain across
the freezing River Dee in mid winter can be hard on the feet but
probably good for them. Leaping up and down in a snow drift with
bare feet in order to warm them up after wading through the
icebergs is an experience no one should miss.
Passing by the Corrour Bothy, opposite which you may even be
able to cross the river dryshod, the Devils Point can be easily
surmounted by way of the corrie. It is more fun, especially in good
snow conditions, to tackle its slopes direct and wend a way up
amongst its crags.
Although reaching 3303 feet the Devils Point is really only
a relatively low spur off the main mass and the great slopes still
rise ahead up to the 4000 foot mark. After dropping round the
head of Coire Odhar broad slopes lead upwards till the ridge
narrows with the fine cliffs dropping into Coire an t-Saighdeir to
the right. Continued effort with a fine outlook over the Lairig Ghru
to the mass of Ben Macdhui duly is rewarded by reaching Cairntoul.
This is a good spot to stay awhile even if one's efforts do not make
it essential. There is still a little up and down work to accomplish
before getting on to the Braeriach Plateau ahead, but the real hard
work of the day is done and one can look forward to a fine easy
high-level stroll on top of the world.
The ridge turns to the west from Cairntoul and switch-backing
down and up to the Angels Peak with Lochan Uaine right down in
the corrie to the right one enjoys prospects right across the cliffs
from whence drops the young River Dee borne at the Wells of Dee
right up on the plateau ahead at over 4000 feet.
The plateau of Braeriach is a bleak open wilderness, but normally
gives easy progress with outstanding outlooks on all sides. Particularly to the west lies country not normally accessible from the
Braemar side with Sgoran Dubh standing above its crags rising
from Loch Einich. In bad weather Braeriach becomes an Arctic
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expedition and even in the summer I have had quite a tussle with
the wind up there. Small pebbles swirled up into the air by the
whirlwinds and the party scattered like leaves when hit by a squall.
I was unfortunate to lose my spectacles in one such gust, blown
clean off my face, and although on fairly level open ground, the
combined efforts of the party only succeeded in locating one piece
of broken glass. Not a tragedy, however, as I proved I could still
play darts that evening in Braemar.
One could go on almost indefinitely talking of days in the
Cairngorms. Mainly walkers country where great distances can
be covered easily on fine ridges linking peak to peak and one's
communications assored usually by good valley tracks that can
be covered after dark without undue alarm. My memories on
this occasion have been channelled into the group from the east
because I prefer that side and in any case know it better. Despite
disparaging remarks on the crowds of Aviemore and on Cairngorm,
however, there are a host of first-rate days to be enjoyed on that
side too. The area will stand a lot of visits before one can feel one
has covered most of the ground and even then for a change one
can deviate up Glen Tilt for instance and find Beinn a'Ghlo or a
dozen other worthwhile objectives. Nowadays the Cairngorms are
generally regarded in climbing circles to be the place where one
goes to ski. This may well be true, but there are a lot of other
things as well.
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BOULDER PROBLEMS
BOB BURNS
Three weeks in North America and the only rock I've seen has
been some cheese-looking stuff in Northern Ontario
just as well
really as I've no gear with me. (In all fairness though, they did
say I might bring my boots at least: I brought my P.A's
moral?).
Anyway I've left them in Toronto and the nearer the Rockies the
further from them and the better my excuses.
The prairies are flat.
Then the Rockies. The C.A.C. hut has to be seen to be believed
and even then it takes some getting used -to! Anyway after a day
resting, cleaning up and chasing bears, the local rocks tempted me
out. They're not as bad as they look and prove to be good fun in
borrowed boots.
I hitch north to Morraine Lake and things look a little more like
mountains, then a whisper about the Big Valley and a lift south to
Mecca. The mind spins and I pack my things. Driving through B.C.
I see more mountain ranges than I thought could exist
what
scope! Then a wrong turn followed by a long haul to catch up on
time and that's when our troubles start. Across into Montana where
we're overtaken by a flying crash-barrier and radiator. Three days
sleeping in a park waiting for the Mercedes and thinking of the
bill Yosemite's off. Can we find an alternative (to Yosemite ?). We
come up with the Tetons.
The good thing about the car is that people see us coming a long
way off and give us plenty of room so we make the Tetons in good
time. No snow and bad weather so we head for Wind River and the
wilderness. One of the tyres gives out at Sandy Hole with the
range in view (or rather the clouds over it). We sleep through a
tornado and after an 'instant breakfast' decide on warmer regions
(after all I've come for a sun-tan). We don't stop till we reach
Boulder.
Now here's a place. Really something cute little town nestling
under an enormous sandstone escarpment. It takes several hours
wandering through the local hardware store before we emerge with
a guide book. Honestly the gear those yanks turn out it's amazing.
Steve equips me (equips ! ! with a pair of boots 1£ sizes too small!)
and we set off to Eldorado. Good name you pay to get in ! With
the wind howling down the canyon and the temperature still up in
the mid-80's, the first climb is notable only for the heat, recurring
P.A. toe ,in Terrays!) and the fight to get off. We recover in
the swimming pool and then the routes begin to fall Bastille Crack
5.6............The Grand Giraffe 5.8. Maybe the natives like us or
maybe all the routes are good. The rock is unbelievable coarse
sandstone solid and easy to move on and all the good lines are over
600 ft. The weather's predictable too what a way to get a sun-tan.
Steve says this is nothing to the Big Valley. Who wants to fly a
Mercedes to Frisco?
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WHAT A WAY TO SPEND A WEEK-END
DAVE HUGHES

Like all foolish ideas it began in the pub. We were all
earnest discussion with Shirley Marshall and stalwarts of Plas-yBrenin over the Mountain Leaders Certificate. Now apparently this
highly prized award requires the candidate to have led 25 climbs
of at least V. Diff. standard on major cliffs. At first this seemed a
doddle to such noted climbers as ourselves, but then came the punch
line. A major cliff was one at least 500 ft. high. Our minds, already
hazed by alcohol, started to reel, this would mean doing route on
Lliwedd and Pillar, which are places I have yet to visit since starting
to develop bunions through wearing P.A's in the hut to impress the
young girls. In fact the absence of Pillar in my list of Lakeland
peaks nearly cost me my place in .'he F.R.C.G.!
Fortunately before we could express our doubts a vigorous young
Ayrian blonde from Plas-y-Brenin was telling us how she had obtained her certificate with flying colours and now was nobly and
enthusiastically instructing the young in mountain craft and other
such nonsense. We listened in silence, feeling sorry for her four
charges being dragged up the hills in the pouring rain while the
rest us sat comfortably by the fire .
At this point Shirley revealed that she was after the certificate
but that she had not done enough of the required climbs. This
was a serious tactical blunder in the bar-room game, MAM versus
Plas-y-Brenin since it made the score 1-0 to the Mountain School
and we had nothing in reserve. This is the crucial point in barroom games as it is now necessary to bluff. With luck, if everyone
has had sufficient alcohol, your bluff might not be called on the
morrow but you are likely to be in big trouble if it is. Anyway I
decided to bluff. Mustering as much nonchalence as I could I told
Shirley not to worry as she could easily knock off her climbs in
three weekends. Fortunately Shirley accepted the statement quite
calmly and I was rewarded by the expressions of incredibility,
doubt and fury which successively crossed the young Ayrian's face.
She was, so shattered that, after muttering a few disjointed phrases,
she stomped over to the other side of the bar. The score was now
1-1, so we were able to retire gracefully and in good order back to
Glan Dena.
Unfortunately the next day there was a depression a hundred
miles deep in the next valley, the wind was threatening to tear the
roof off, it was raining and hailing intermittantly and my bluff was
remembered. I was only on my third brew of tea when it was pointed
out that Grooved Arete, Crevassed Rib, Northern Rib and then
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Great Tower Buttress on Glyder Faoh would keep us nicely up to
V. Diff. schedule. I ignored the remarks and went on to play the
Tremadoc game. This consists of going through the entire list of
Tremadoc climbs and then dismissing them because you have already
done them or because they are too hard. We then made another
brew of tea. Unfortunately the subject of 25 V. Diffs. cropped up
again and, with some desperation, we started the Anglesey game.
This new game consists of making a list of all the climbs, Dick Vernon and Vie Slator have done at Anglesey and dismissing them as
too easy. All the other routes are too hard or too loose. We then
made another brew of tea. Once more the dreaded subject came
up and it was at this point that Dave Roberts revealed the cunning
for which he is famous. He suggested that the Sylvan Traverse on
the Milestone Buttress could count. Our naive minds were a little
baffled as to how the .Milestone Buttress could count as a major
500ft. cliff but Dave pointed out that, since we were doing a
traverse, it was only necessary to consider the sideways dimension.
With some doubt we accepted his logic but pointed out that the
climb was only Diff. 'This is true', said Dave 'if you rope down
the hardest pitch, but since everyone climbs down it must be V.
Diff'.
Thus the problem was solved and after a few more brews of tea
we set off on foot to the Milestone. We took this revolutionary step
because we thought it was more in keeping with the spirit of the
event. The wind was still blowing excessively but at least the rain
had temporarily stopped. Thirty minutes after leaving the hut, I
stood panting at the foot of Pulpit Route, sorting out my tapes,
trolls, moacs, crackers and all the other gear necessary for making
an ascent in 1969. I was so concerned with my gear that Dave was
again to show his cunning by rushing off up the first pitch with the
latest young strong bold leader I had spent the winter developing.
This left me to climb with Shirley. Now I don't want to be disrespectful, having a great admiration for Shirley's fair face and form,
but in the Autumn of my climbing career six feet of muscular
frame such as Angus possesses are of far greater assistance in getting
me up the harder pitches.
Still one has to make the best of things and I cunningly manoevered Shirley into the lead. Thirty feet up she told me that she
was going to put a Moac in a crack. She asked for my comments
since she felt that she was somewhat inexperienced but I could
think of none that was suitable.
When my turn came I found that I couldn't get the moac out
and, to my everlasting shame, had to abandon it. We trundled round
in fairly good order to the crack leading down to the start of
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Chimney Route. I looked at this in awe and asked how she, Dave
and Angus had got down. I was told that it was a trick but
Dave had told her not to reveal it. Doing a rapid piece of psychoanalysis I looked for the spike which Dave must have used, hung
a long sling from it and slid down. So much for climbing down the
hard part.
I then struggled round to the top of Soap Gut just as one of the
periodic hail-storms blasted up the valley. I felt very unhappy but
not half as unhappy as the man on the crux of Soap Gut below me.
I consoled him with the comment that I didn't think his Masters
were giving him much assistance and he would probably be finding
it much easier if it were dry. Shirley danced round the corner to be
followed by me on my hands and knees with my right leg wedged
firmly to prevent myself toppling into space.
Progress then continued more easily until we reached the stance
at the bottom of the second pitch of Canopy. Only Diff., it must be
a doddle, I thought as I hurled myself at the rock. About seven feet
up I became completely detached from the cliff and crashed down
onto Shirley. While I paused and reflected how I was going to
explain this one to my wife, a party already on the pitch, having
watched my progress with amazement, retreated and asked me to
go through. Undeterred I returned to the attack and with a few
grunts and heaves was at the top of the pitch. Shirley was so impressed by the competance I had shown that she decided to step
around the corner and find an alternative line.
At this juncture Dave and Angus appeared below to tell us that
the rest was not worth doing and, since we felt that we had done
our statuary 500ft. we climbed down to join them. By the time we
had got down they had recovered all my gear from the foot of
Pulpit and also persuaded a more competent part than our own to
part with a moac that they had found on the cliff.
Solemnly we returned to Glan Dena for a brew, reflecting on the
fact that it was now necessary to do 24 V.Diffs. in two weekends.
In future I am going to stick to the Tremadoc game, it is safer.
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PICNIC ON MOUNT KENYA
HUGH THOMAS

I think it was on the fifth pitch of Great Gulley on Craig Ye Isfa
that John Smith (ex-Stoats President) and I found that we were
both going out to Kenya at about the same time. Before we had
reached the top of that delightful and delicate climb we had planned
several routes in East Africa including several first ascents.
Within three months of arriving in Kenya I had attached myself to John's school expedition to Mount Kenya. John was the
leader but as his headmaster accompanied us, the conventional
school status pattern sometimes reasserted its ugly form. The Head
had pretensions to being called a climber and tended to have strong
views on such matters as the frequency of rest stops. The boys were
all good British stock and were a typical nauseous collection of
healthy facetious youth found in the senior forms of any English
school. They were excessively hearty, all had inappropriate nicknames and generally got on ones nerves. To compensate for these
companions, Smith had taken to himself a lovely lady friend who
ministered to our needs and later married John,
As with many expeditions the most difficult and in some senses
most memorable times are those spent negotiating with porters.
The ones who work on Mount Kenya are a jolly crowd. There is
a set daily wage and everybody knows that this will eventually be
agreed upon, but one has to endure the high drama of bargaining,
running the full gamut of amazement, humour, tragedy, wistfulness
before the set daily wage is finally agreed.
Before starting to think of climbing one has three days of marching to the climbing hut. The first day is spent ferrying the party
and porters as far as the tracks will allow. This was probably worth
it but a lot of time and patience is lost and precious energy expended
on obscenities as one frequently dug the vehicles out of the mud
and had to put branches in front of the tyres. The annoyance had
added piquancy because beneath it lurked fear. Everywhere on the
lower slopes of Mount Kenya within the forest and bamboo zones,
there are large quantities of elephant and buffalo droppings.
Occasionally trumpetings and crashing can be heard in the jungle
not far away. Even our hearty schoolboys were fairly subdued that
night.
The second day one leaves the forest and travels into the moorland zone with its extraordinary giant groundsel and lobelias twelve
feet high. Unfortunately before reaching these botanical wonders
it is necessary to cross the region known as the "vertical bog". It
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is an apt name; some tussock jumping was possible but as one
became more tired the frequency of landing in black mud up to
one thighs and beyond increased. "Jolly good fun sir" chirped the
boys as I heaved myself out of yet one more muddy pool. "Yes
isn't it" I gritted back. "Your face is very red sir, you must have
caught the sun" giggled a younger member. I tried to crush him
with a steely authorative look but my glasses steamed up as I
stopped to draw breath. If it had not been for the view and the
fascinating vegetation infanticide might have been committed before
the end of the day when we reached the Teleki Hut which is a
euphemism for a corrugated iron shed. I admired the brave souls
who had brought the iron sheets up so high. We all shivered that
night feeling the contrast with the heat of the plains.
The final day was spent scrambling up scree slopes to the Firmin
Hut. The boys were now being separated
sheep from goats. Some
remained as hearty and familiar as ever, others became pathetic
whining shadows of themselves. The Head tended towards the goat
category, demanding a large number of stops, to admire the view,
eat a sandwich, take a photograph, adjust his dress etc.
During the last two days Mount Kenya had dominated from the
clear sky, the Diamond Glacier high on its face glistening in the
sun. It is a fierce mountain from any angle. It does not dominate the
surrounding plains in the same was as Kilimanjaro as its foothills
are not as steep but the peak itself is far more impressive and could
equal any Alpine view. As the party struggled up to Firmin Hut we
climbed a ridge and were awed by the magnificent north face, which
must be one of the most impressive in the world. Even the boys were
impressed but they soon relapsed into their customary self confidence.
For the first few days the party attempted practice climbs and
tried to become acclimatized. Some of the boys were good rock
climbers and took delight in giving sir a tight rope even when
sir thought he could manage without one. On the third day we set
out at 5 a.m. to climb Mount Kenya. There were four of us crossing
the Lewis glacier, John Smith, myself, another friend Alan and one
of the boys. The early pitches of the climb were easy enough and
we scrambled up to Mackinders Chimney. Alan and the boy tried
to struggle up the chimney but John and I craftily traversed around
a corner to attempt what we thought would be the easier alternative,
'Rabbit Hole'. I tried and retreated after a strenuous few minutes
with an awkward bulge. Those who have climbed with John Smith
in the Stoats will recall that his technique is perhaps not the most
graceful but he has enormous courage and persistence. There are
stories of his epics on the cliffs of Llanberis which involve the moun34
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tain eventually succumbing out of boredom and the realisation
that Smith had the greater patience. As is usual Smith eventually
won but we were greeted at the top of this pitch by two smirking
faces.
The next stage involved scrambling on to the north ridge. On our
way we discovered the small bivouac hut constructed by the redoubtable Rusty Baillie. All around the rocks were warm and dry
but the hut itself was full of ice. Presumably it was useful as a wind
shelter in a storm.
At this altitude one suddenly felt the effect of being 16,000 feet
above sea level. I felt it did not matter whether I climbed Mount
Kenya or even whether I ever moved from this spot. My feet moved
sluggishly, I paused for breath and every movement involved a long
intellectual thought process. One felt rather detached. I was interrupted from my reverie by Smith announcing we had reached
something called De Graaf's variation. My mind idly speculated on
whom De Graaf had been and all sorts of ideas about what exactly
his variation was filtered through my brain. I had little time to
embelish my ideas as Smith was already climbing this pitch which
I suppose was about severe standard but which appeared to me in
my suporofic state to be of dolomitic direttisima standard. It was
now midday, we were behind schedule and we would have to hurry
to climb Nelion let alone the twin summit of Batian. Smith attacked
the variation, shouting his views on Mr. de Graaf but after a lot of
heaving and puffing some Mancurian expletives were followed by
triumphant yells proclaiming the everlasting glories of the Stoats
meant he had cracked the crux.
Having made a cache of some items from our ruck-sacks we all
followed up. After some airy but not too difficult climbing we moved
on to the summit via a gully. This gully was the scene of an undignified rush when Smith and I finally vindicated age, wisdom and
the poetry of the hills over youthful stamina and impetuosity. At
this altitude all masks were laid aside and we subsided in a welter
of friendship between generations.
Usually views from the tops of mountains are less aesthetically
satisfying than ones on the way up, but Mount Kenya was different;
it is a single mountain dominating the plains of Africa for hundreds
of miles. In the Alps, even on the Matterhorn one is on a peak
among equals. On Mount Kenya, the home of God according to
Kikuyu legend, the horizon on every side was uninterrupted as far
as the haze would allow. The one small blemish on the horizon
to the south east was Kilimanjaro, three hundred miles away.
By now it was 3 p.m. and we had to hurry down. The effects of
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the altitude obviously lessened as we descended. Smith had brought
with him a rope of many colours and of quite unbelievable length.
Although very lovely, it weighed an enormous amount and a minor
mutiny had only been quelled by Smith agreeing to carry it. On the
ascent the quadrupled rope had snagged around every conceivable
rock on the two faces of the mountain and I was surprised the best
quality nylon had not melted under the heat of cursing. Now it
suddenly became beautiful. Gaily Smith looped it around convenient boulders and we merrily abseiled down yards of cliff. Not once
did we have to climb up and retrieve the wondeful rope and all
agreed how wise of Smith to have had the foresight to bring such a
rope.
We finally reached the glacier by torchlight, set off at a spanking
pace across the ice until I disappeared some way down a crevasse.
I was hauled out amidst merriment and we entered the Hut fifteen
hours after leaving it. There was a lovely smile for Smith a "Good
Show, Chaps" from the Head and even congratulations from the
nice schoolboys.
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CUMBRIA VISITED
DAVE ROBERTS

On reading Graham Willison's fine article on the Lake District
in last year's journal, I found myself reflecting on the fact that in
1968 I managed to do more climbing there than in any previous
year. Despite intentions to do more, the pattern had been established,
a weekend in February for the Stoats Dinner (a fine social event,
but perhaps a bit short on climbing) then one or two weekends in
the summer, usually marred by rain (or on one occasion by the
hysterically possessive attitude of a leading Lake District climber
to "his" crag).
The season started as usual, at the Stoats Dinner. There was
lots of sun and snow and Langdale looked like it does on Christmas
Cards. The oldies
Trev. Bridges, Roger High, his missus and
myself
decided on a character-forming walk up the Band
and thence up Bowfell Gully. As we went up, more and more
people appeared and we arrived at the foot of the gully in the
midst of a large crowd to join an even larger crowd already there.
Anyway, we toiled up the gully in company with a large dog.
Trevor found an undefiled piece of cornice to defile and we arrived
at the top of Bowfell. We wended our way down to the top of
Rossett Ghyll. It was starting to snow so I pleaded new boots and
Rog and Ingrid pleaded nothing so we escaped into Langdale
while Trev trudged boldly off into the murk to return over the Pikes.
After the rigours of the Dinner, dawn did not creep up on us
until noon on Sunday, but the haze we saw was not all alcoholic.
It was only by the time we had crawled to the foot of Raven Crag
that we realized that the haze was hugging the valley bottom and
the cliffs were in sun. Trev and I had time for a careful gentlemanly
ascent of Revelation before we had to leave.
My next trip to the Lakes was unintentional. Steve Padfield,
Bob Thornton (hereinafter called the Apprentice) and myself had
taken up residence in the C.I.C. hut on Ben Nevis for a week of
snow and ice climbing in March. (Equipment note for Gamesmen
always equip yourself with an apprentice. He is invaluable for
carrying gear, brewing tea, buying beer and taking the blame).
The first day dawned fine, so we went up to No. 3 Gully in foul
soft wet deep snow and surmounted a dangerous double cornice
to arrive on the summit plateau only to find that the weather had
deteriorated into a whiteout. We decided that it was inadvisable to
try to navigate over the summit and down the Carn Dearg Arete.
Steve thought he could find the Pony track but failed. I allowed the
map to be blown away and we couldn't find the top of No. 3 or No.
4 Gully. Eventually we set a compass course to follow the line of least
resistance and emerged from the murk at a height of about 3,000
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feet to find ourselves above the gorge in Glen Nevis at Steall. A
descent of 1,000 feet down a buttress of grass and crumbling rock
allowed us to traverse along above the floor of the glen to join the
path from Achintree, thence to traverse round to the hut where we
arrived late, soaking and frozen.
P'rom that time on the thaw was on; the rain fell, the wind blew
and the gullies avalanched. Also in the hut were two Scots climbers
who were frantically besieging certain routes in order to qualify for
promotion from the J.M.G.S. to the S.M.G. This was useful, as
working on a rota basis we had a non-stop sole school and one teamasher. After three days of solid rain the addition of two more
Scots and four Mancunions had made the place even more squalid
than usual, so we decided to cut our losses and flee to Coniston.
The Scotsmen decided to try their luck at Greag Mheaghaidh,
so they came down as well; two of them got lost temporarily in the
snow and mud on the way down, much to our glee. We all had a
pint at the Ben Nevis bar and then charged south to Low House
where we found two M.A.M. members already in residence, having
fled from Glen Coe in circumstances similar to ours.
Next day dawned fresh and springlike in pleasant contrast to the
stark wet Ben. All our gear was soaking wet, we had a minimum of
slings, no guide books and no P.As (and a climber without P.As to
buckle his feet into claws and put a tiger in his tank is lost indeed).
Apprentice Thornton was having boot trouble, so we got hold of an
Eastern Grags Guide and selected a crag which involved the minimum of walking and no hard routes. Our choice fell on Thorneythwaite Crag at the entrance to Grizedale. Thorneythwaite Crag
must be the most insignificant crag in the Lakes. We struggled up
a greasy severe, had a race up some Diff slabs and then
Steve and I spent an amusing ten minutes watching Bob seemingly
irretrievably stuck fifteen feet up a boulder problem. When we got
bored and went away he managed to extricate himself, so we did
another route and returned to Coniston, where we spent a pleasant
evening sampling a potent local brew (of the effects from which
more anon).
Next day Bob's feet were better, so we ventured further up
Grizedale to a good little cliff
Eagle Crag. Two good routes were
done here with due solemnity and not much speed. We were hindered more than somewhat by three soloing idiots who kept getting
in our way. One had brought his bird up to guard their boots, so
Steve chatted her up and made her highly embarrassed. After that
we got a bit choked off and left for the south.
Easter arrived in no time and once again the party assembled at
Low House, this time reinforced by the addition of Bergfiihrer
Hughes. On the first day we went back to Grizedale and fought
through a perilous ascent of Hellvelyn to gain the peace of Upper
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Grizedale and Eagle Crag again. Dave Hughes and I first did Friday the Thirteenth, the main pitch of which is a steepish wall with
well spaced holds demanding perhaps a more careful approach
than the usual rush tactics for a steep wall. We then moved on to
an obscure but rather intense little climb called Burdock. The start
of this went up an overhanging V cleft formed by a big block leaning against a vertical wall; this looked as though it would be most
inelegant, so Dave was called into the lead. He thrashed and heaved
and groaned and eventually emerged from the cleft onto the top
of the block. From here the way led up a steep slab. After a
number of fruitless attempts to gain ledgement on the slab a series
of phrases drifted down to me, all of which I received in encouraging
silence : "There's a crack in this slab ... it looks as though
there's been a peg in it here . . .I'll just see if this peg will fit in ...
now it's in I'll just hammer it a bit ... I'd better pull upon it now
to test it". Even this was of no avail so he belayed and I came up,
mainly hand over hand on his runners (conserving my strength ha !
ha !). After much striving I found I could get a few feet up a groove
on the left and put a piece of line over a little spike; by taking
tension from this I got a foot into the illegal peg, from where holds
appeared and that was that.
As we slowly strolled down the valley, relaxing in the evening
sun we caught up with a bloke who had sustained a minor fracture
of his ankle by slipping on the path while wearing gym-shoes. Together with his two sons we did the good deed and half carried him
down to the van. At one point he remarked that he would not change
his habit of tramping the fells in gym-shoes. This infuriated Steve,
who with Bob, was highly critical of his general demeanor. We
found ourselves manouvered into a position whereby we drove him
home in his van, which, of course, turned out to be the proverbial
40 day camel ride into the hills. At one time I seriously expected
to arrive at the Scottish border. The upshot was that except for a
rapid pint in Thirlemere on the way back there was time only to
brew and kip.
Next day dawned fine so we decided to go to a high crag to get
above all those crawling grubs, Dow was the obvious choice with
Eliminate A the target. This turned out to be a mistake for at Dow
it was freezing cold with odd snow showers. We did the ordinary
route on G buttress instead and that was bad enough. It was on the
long scramble from the top of the climb to Dow summit that a
strange manifestation occurred in the form of a most upleasant
burning sensation in the throat which came on whenever I walked
at anything more than a snail's pace. This lasted three days and
was not just an excuse to explain my slowness
it seemed real
enough at the time. At first I thought it might be the mints with
the hole that Steve had been plying me with, but the true explana-
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tion remains in doubt. The others walked and I dawdled over the
Old Man and thence back to Coniston.
After eating, the night was yet young, so everyone put on their
drinking trousers and got down to business. Despite the crowded
bar the afore mentioned potent local brew went down well and
by closing time, when we were challenged/invited to attend the
hop in the village hall, we were ready for anything. We left with
Bob taking a little refreshment with him. This liberal attitude to
life does not go down too well in conservative Coniston and in no
time he was being accosted by the local Special Constable (our
tenant's tenant). The rest of us, remembering that he was only
the apprentice and not of the inner brethren, ran like hell. Steve
got lost and returned to the hut where he crept quietly up to bed,
at least that is his story : everyone in the hut said it sounded like
a herd of elephants. Dave and I made our way to the hop where
we were soon joined by a Thornton free from custody. The rest of
the evening passed in a blur : the only vivid recollection is of the
M.C. announcing a mini-skirt competition, followed by various
rustlings and gigglings from behind the closed curtains. Eventually
the curtains parted to reveal a stage bare other than for Thornton,
his trousers rolled above his knees, singing 'The Legend of Xanadu'
into the microphone.
Next day was pleasant again, but cold, so we decided to visit a
low crag rather than make the mistake of going high again.*
Hughes kept muttering about Lower Falcon Crag in Borrowdale.
full of phrases like 'loose rock',
The guide book was depressing
'overhanging crack' etc. but it was only five minutes from the road
so we went. By the time the five minutes were over I had not only
the burning sensation in my throat but also the upleasant sensation
of someone hitting the back of my eye-balls with a red-hot hammer.
Dave and Bob started up the next to easiest route which appeared
to give them considerable trouble, while Steve and I, after a veritable
orgy of self-doubt, started on the easiest climb. We got up an easy
rib but were then confronted by a sort of toe-traverse across a wall.
I was having trouble with my centre of gravity which was oscillating between my head and my feet, so bearing in mind that the crux
did not come until the following pitch we beat a retreat and festered in the sun, watching someone swinging over the overhangs of
an X.S. with depressing ease. Hughes and Thornton eventually
emerged triumphant from their ascent and we returned to Low
House, where we spent a sober evening, marvelling at the riotous
behaviour of the other occupants of the hut.
Prolonged discussion next day produced a Sportsplan which required us to assault Raven Crag, Thirlemere. I found that, by
moving at the slowest possible rate compatible with upward progress,
I was able to arrive at the foot of the crag in good order, Steve and
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Dave found themselves a V.S. at the left-hand side of the cliff while
Bob and I felt less bold and did Genesis, a severe up some subsidiary
ribs to the right. Roger High and Ingrid suddenly appeared on the
screes having been skiing in Scotland (or so they said), and followed
us. Back at the foot of the cliff the realisation suddenly dawned on
me that, for the holiday, Bergfiihrer Hughes was leading me by five
routes to four, and worse still, by four V.S's to two (whoever said
climbing is not competitive?). The zeal was thus fired and Bob and
I did Communist Convert, a steep slab which goes up just right of
the main overhang. This was a long sustained pitch, not well protected, which formed a good finish to the trip, as there was time for
no more and we had to join the southbound throng.
As those of us who are sufficiently wise not to live in the south
of the country will recall, much of the summer of 1968 was warm
and dry. Rumour had it that the East Buttress of Scafell had dried
out, so a weekend in June saw the teams at Brackenclose in Wasdale. Steve was unable to come but we were joined by Malcolm
Watts, culinary expert and man about the Lakes. The weather on
the Saturday was glorious, so we got up early (about 10), after the
apprentice had kept everyone awake by a mammoth snoring session.
We had breakfast and set off on the mind-boggling walk up Brown
Tongue. In my experience this walk is rivaled only by the approach
to the same place from Borrowdale in its capacity to exhause one
by the time of arrival, though the pundits assure me that Pillar is
well nigh inaccessible. Dave and Bob branched off to do Botterill's
Slab, while Malcolm and I went over Mickledore to assault Mickledore Grooves. At the foot of the buttress I found a pleasant coffinshaped trough in the rock into which I collapsed and lay swithering
while Malcolm studied the guide, found the route, unpacked the
sacks, sorted out the slings, put his P.A.'s on, uncoiled the ropes
and donned his crash hat. Besides being a good cook he is also a
good provider and plied me with chocolate, water and fruit until
I was fit enough to hold his ropes while he started up the first pitch.
Actually it was all a subtle ploy, if he did the first pitch he would
also have the third which was the crux. The first two pitches were
fairly undistinguished but the third was superb, a sweep of clean
slab leading to a shallow groove, rather marred by an unnecessary
peg, and a steep pull out to finish.
We returned to the foot of the cliff which was thronged with
hard men knocking off the routes. Some of the young lads from the
Cleveland Club were on Mayday. Malcolm seems to regard himself
as some sort of elder statesman of this club and this put him on
his mettle. The second pitch sounded rather fierce, so I quickly
started up the first. This was a steep slab with a few pegs, which
turned out to be rather harder than it looked. I arrived at a narrow
ledge where I lashed myself to a piton and brought Malcolm up.
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He addressed himself, without much success, to the crux, a shallow
vertical corner with very sketchy holds and pretty exposed, while I
hung from my peg and made encouraging noises. Suddenly Dave
appeared on the scree with a tale of woe. Apparently Bob had been
in the lead on Botterill's Slab and had run out of steam. Dave,
knowing the Apprentice's admiration of Daniel Gohn-Bendit had
shouted up a stirring slogan to him
"Sudent Power'. Thus stimulated, Bob surged upward, unfortunately a bit off route. He faltered
and stopped at a point where there were no holds and plopped off,
Dave holding him with the ease born of much practice. Back on
the deck, Bob's injuries were assessed as a severly sprained ankle.
He suggested that a stretcher be brought, but was reminded that his
indifference to the plight of the man in Grizedale put him in a
poor position to suggest anything and that it would be good for his
moral fibre if he got himself down. He had last been seen shuffling
downward on his bottom with his leg stiffly extended in front of him.
This sad tale seemed to worry Malcolm, a tender sensitive fellow,
and he redoubled his efforts. He eventually found a place to jam his
sure-fire, super-adhesive, universal wire-sling, crack-tack and
lurched frighteningly upward. His crack-tack fell out immediately
but he reached the first resting place and quaked for a bit. I found
that by bridging out across the right wall instead of trying to jam
up the back of the corner, it was not too bad. The rest of the route
was accomplished in good order. We went down to find Bob sitting
disconsolately on a patch of grass and took pity on him and helped
him down to Brackenclose.
Next day Bob elected to stay and nurse his ankle and plough
through a long Victorian novel, as is his wont. We three decided to
do a 'grande course' Great Central Route on Esk Buttress. The way
up Eskdale to Esk Buttress is long but passes through some fine
country, and was unusually dry underfoot. We did not get there till
late afternoon, and after Malcolm had revived me with goodies,
we got started. After a few pitches I led off towards the centre of
the buttress and ground to a halt in the middle of nowhere. By the
time we had put ourselves right the afternoon was well advanced,
and Dave was a bit choked off. He eventually unroped and stomped
off over Mickledore and back to Wasdale (it nearly killed him, he
said) while Malcolm and I pressed on. One fine pitch led delicately
up the edge of the buttress then round it on small holds into Trespasser Groove. Tension from a peg enabled a short descent of this
to be made to an escape onto the other side. Franklands Crack followed, upon which I could make no impression but Malcolm took
it by storm and we forged to the top, at 7 p.m., after which it took us
two hours to get back to the hut where the other team was fuming
to be off.
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After the most fruitless Alpine season in living memory, Dave and
I set forth from Raw Head one day to climb on Gimmer; on the
gentleman's side of course. Dave hadn't done Godiva Groove and I
hadn't done anything so we did that. Nothing remarkable, good
clean run-outs, but Dave had an unpleasant relationship with a
loose block on the first pitch. Then we did Nocturne and Hiatus.
We scrambled up the easy first part and then I was pushed to the
sharp end for the good bit as Dave had done it before. A pitch well
worth the effort, a long traverse on a steep slab into a system of
little grooves on the edge of the buttress and steeply up these.
Next day we went back to Dow again to do Eliminate A, this
time to find it warm and dry. Another climb well worth the effort
with sustained pitches taking the obvious line up the right-hand
half of the buttress. In the upper part, however, it began to rain and
the route suddenly sprouted green phenomena and became slimy.
I did a highly circuitous route up one pitch because I thought my
line looked the least wet, and got the ropes all jammed, which
didn't help. The last part of the route was easy enough not to make
the wetness too awkward and we got down to the cover of the car
before the rains really came down.
A couple of weekends later we were in Raw Head again, but at
last our luck with the weather was out. We mooned about the hut,
looking at the rain and listening to the wind. The Langdale expert
was there, as usual, and he was going with his team to do Gimmer
Crack, as the wind and rain would make it hard V.S. and therefore
worth doing, so he said. Not that we intended to follow his example :
the last time we did that in the rain, on a climb of his own invention
a substantial proportion of the party was seen in the most unorthodox positions, mainly dangling by a runner from a strategically
placed tree.
We did go to Gimmer but suited our route to the conditions and
all wet and slippery. Then we did Oliversons.
did Ash Tree Slabs
That was desperate, really old-fashioned, all the holds polished by
millions of nails, and all the stances advocated in the guide dangerous on account of inadequate belays. I ended up in the middle
of the face hanging from the belay swing, one foot on a hold and
my shoulder wedged into a crack while the wind whipped past and
nearly froze me to death. I was glad to get off that one.
Next day was still wet, but not in such a relentless fashion, alternating sunny spells with vicous showers. We felt that Borrowdale
was as good a place to get wet as any other so we went to Shepherds
(really slumming).
Dave started up Little Chamonix in one of the sunny spells, but
when he was half-way up the pitch a sudden rain squall came on.
He managed to find a sort of cave to shelter in but all I could find
was a little chimney into which I squeezed, to little effect. When
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the sun came out again he completed the pitch and belayed to a
tree. As I started up the rains came on again and, by the time I
joined Dave in the shelter of his tree, I was soaked whereas he was
dry. After some time spent trying to drip all over him the rain
stopped so I pressed on. The most difficult part was a step across
a slab on tiny holds, very slippery with running water, while the
much-published last pitch was relatively easy. While Dave was
following up the last section I heard a ghastly yell and then a whirring sound so that, for an instant I thought Dave was off. A quick
look over the edge revealed the form of a bloke who had been
following Dave settling into the branches of a tree like a wet
pancake. Apparently he had slipped off the little wet slab. The
rain really came on then, so we waited just long enough for Dave
to get as wet as I before climbing up.
The season ended on the weekend of the F.R.C.C. Annual Dinner
in Keswick. Not that I attended it, but Lyn and myself did go to
a highly successful splinter group meal. We did not arrive at Raw
Head until late Saturday afternoon, in foul weather. Malcolm
was striding round the hut looking very self-satisfied on having
traversed the entire Helvellyn Range without getting lost, as befits
a graduating member of the F.R.C.C., and so that his fiancee could
tick the tops off in her little book. (They must have missed some
tops out). Dave Hughes and Mike Railton volunteered no information on what they had done, so we deduced they had done nothing.
The dinner and associated festivities, including two diabolical transLake District car races were powerful to say the least.
Next day Dave, Mike and I motored to O.D.G. This tired us
considerably and we had to have a reflective drink. The womenfolk then arrived and goaded us into action, so we staggered up the
screes to Raven Crag (it was with some difficulty that we got there
We
Having got there we had to do something.
before them).
spied Malcolm and partner on Savernake so, not to be outdone we
each led a section of that- which was very wet and slippery. We
were careful to finish this sufficiently late so that we could not start
on anything else and were able to go home with clear consciences.
And now for 1969; the Lakes are full of routes waiting to be knocked
off, if the weather is as good as 1968 3the routes will fall perhaps.
*The previous evening's action may also have influenced the
editor.
decision
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CUILLIN SPRING BUT WARMER IN BED
ROGER HIGH

It was all right at first, but as the angle steepened my legs, began
to lose their resiliance and the sack weighed more heavily : John
drew ahead until I could make out his position only with difficulty.
Far from filling me with energy, my morale suffered a blow from
which it never really recovered. I had expressed doubts about my
climbing form, but imagined that, at least, I could make good time
to the foot of the crags.
My glasses collected drips of perspiration and I groped my way
upwards in a sort of distorted haze, knowing only that I had to
make for the darkest, blackest shape ahead, whereby somewhere
my leader was waiting.
The last 200 ft. was sheer misery with my calf muscles already
quivering from exertion. The heat was oppressive after a two week
spell of fine weather, when, we were told, it had been too hot to
climb; humidity was now building up again.
"There's only one route on this cliff so far so which line shall we
take?"
There was the vast choice of two, one of which was obviously
impossible, the other probably so. However, something must have
disturbed my mental processes for, looking at the cliff, I was fired
with the kind of optimism and over-confidence that used to afflict
me a couple of years back when there was, perhaps, a little more
justification.
"Looks all right," I said.
"The one on the right looks hard, so how about trying the other?
If we carry the boots in a sack we can go straight along the ridge
without having to come down for them first."
My optimism took its first knock.
John reached the overhang easily and started to inspect the
traverse line. The wall was dampened by moisture oozing from a
crack at the base of the overhang. Before long he had made the
vital step left. It didn't look too bad from below but his "watch the
rope" told of unseen delights. I took another couple of photos to
complete the sequence then tossed the sack over my shoulder in an
attempt to deceive myself into thinking that it was not full of boots.
The crack up to the overhang was straightforward enough. I studied
the traverse for a while before removing John's peg runner. It
looked steep and thin, but I had a rope above me well above the
horizontal at least. The finger holds were reasonably incut but
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greasy, the footholds minimal and each time I moved the sack
wobbled about like an inexperienced pillion passenger. Otherwise it
went quite well.
With relief I reached John, discarded the sack and tackled a
crack. The rest of the climb was enjoyable and not as hard.
"A good day," I thought.
"The S. Face of Sgurr Thormaid hasn't got a route on it yet,"
said John, "if we just go along the ridge a little we can get a good
look at it it's impressive."
I supposed we had to go that way to get down. With John speeding off in the distance I just couldn't make my legs do their job. As
with driving so with walking, I do not like having anyone in front
but my car's engine is more willing than my own so I took a photograph and a long rest, ate half a bar of chocolate and waited till he
was out of sight before ambling along at my own pace.
John's "sorry I've been used to climbing with super-fit climbing
machines," was not very comforting.
We had to drop down to the next bealach before we could see the
cliff. John put down his sack, sat down and started pulling off his
boots. Surprise, surprise, we were going to do another route. Personally I had a backlog of sleep to catch up on but that would have
to wait till a rainy day.
We descended the loose gully between Banachdich and Thormaid
towards Goruisk until we were somewhere near the foot of the cliff.
The prospects of climbing up that again was sufficient to get us onto
the rock, but the rock was rather more than impressive. We only had
a profile view of the front of the cliff but that was enough to confound the most optimistic eye of faith. Close to us a peridotite
dyke formed a line weakness up the S.W. flank of the face.
There was a preliminary pitch up a steep wall, which was much
harder than it looked, but landed us on a huge sloping grass terrace
at the foot of the dyke. John arrived and prepared to assault the
undercut first section. After some effort he failed and started climbing the wall on the left. Once up this the traverse back to the line
was very hard. As second man on'the rope I found it easier to climb
straight up. The rest of the climb up the fault was much easier and
gave very pleasant climbing. As the dyke finally made for the gully,
John finally turned away from it to make for the summit of Thormaid. Even he realised that it was now time to stop.
At the hut there was a certain amount of consternation among
the inmates waiting for us, who worked to a more normal timetable.
They soon got used to us.
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The following morning we were an hour later than previous.
Sgurr Mhic Coinnich was the target as it had rained overnight,
ruling out our prefered plans. By the time we reached the col the
mist was well down. Descending to the Coruisk side we found
a pleasant route on J Buttress. We sat for while at the foot of the
main cliff where John had spotted a likely line on a previous visit
but the mist stubbornly refused to rise sufficiently for us to identify it.
Should we do one of the existing routes?
"What about another on J Buttress, we could do that deep-cut
chimney."
"Ah yes," I thought, "that will make another two new routes in
the day I'll be famous at last."
This time we knew the descent and made better time. As John
drifted up the first section the rope sprang into an instantaneous
tangle that stretched our patience to the limit. After an age I started
climbing and eventually reached the stance, where John was
beginning to succumb to the elements with occasional bouts of
shivering. I seemed to be entering a new era of climbing psychology
which I now realise must be associated with decreasing competence
anything I get up without actually hauling on the rope is easy;
anything I fail on is impossible. As a result of this fallacious thinking and having succeded on the last pitch, I actually believed that
I could climb the next and spent two hours or so trying to prove it.
1 lost sight of the fact that dangling from a small finger hold and
a peg while already suffering from car-driver's cramp could overtax
my resources and affect the rest of the holiday. John asked, "What
are you going to do when you have transferred to the rib. The rest
looks pretty hard." "Oh, the angle eases off there."
He was right of course. What's more he had lost interest in the
climb and refused to have a go himself. By the time I had removed
the peg and retreated my forearms were bulging and knotted like
lumps of well chewed chewing gum. John, by the time I reached
the ground again, was shaking violently and could hardly speak.
He somehow arranged protection for himself and reversed his pitch.
There is much to recommend the N. of Scotland in June, particularly the long hours of daylight. Even so we crept into a dormant
hut in semi-darkness to complete our 25 hour cycle.
With great relief next morning I awoke to the sound of the gentle
patter of tiny raindrops and went to sleep again. A shopping
expedition to Portree was called for ,only accomplished with the aid
of much borrowed muscle power to overcome a flat battery and a
few semi-controlled downhill glides to overcome a rapidly emptying
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petrol tank (the garage was reached to the chattering of the petrol
pump). We paid homage to the symbol of Whillan's prowess in the
north of the island and did not make the second ascent in a strong
wind.
The weather became good enough for an evening climb in Goire
Lagan and we returned just as the residents were wondering "what
happened to those young lads." My chest swelled and my legs filled
with energy. I went to bed.
We arose at the crack of mid-morning and set off for Sgurr nan
Eag "a short 2 hours walk" he said. Four hours later we saw the
cliff, black and dark. I felt the first signs of cramp already in my
thighs. A couple of Robin Smith's routes used the right hand part
of the cliff, leaving a great mass of untouched rock in the middle.
There was. a fairly obvious finishing line, but the approach was less
clear as the lower portions of a direct start overhung. We tried
several possibilities gradually working rightwards until we came
to the Smith routes, where John found a way between the two.
From his stance we had to traverse a long way left to gain access
to the area of interest. Towards the end of the next pitch it became
delicate and I found my fingers uncurling on the vital holds. In
spite of my determination I could not summon up enough courage
to make that one move and John had to come up to do it.
A similar thing happened on the next pitch as I tried to lead on
from the belay. I stepped into the bottomless groove happily enough,
but could not trust my fingers sufficiently to continue. We changed
places again and, as John pressed on up the groove, I felt he was
pushing things a bit near the limit this time with very poor protection (my psychology was at work again). He was, in fact, climbing
extremely well and carefully. When my turn came I was agreeably
surprised to find that it was, after all, possible and not too strenuous.
Evidently the comfort of being second on the rope was becoming
more and more of a habit for I baulked at the first sign of difficulty
on the next pitch. With faltering heart I managed to gain the
crack, which was the finishing line seen from below. As drizzle
began to fall I made a few tentative moves up the crack. "Well
climbed Rog." Much as I had resisted all his previous attempts at
applied psychology, this latest had the desired effect. I bombed the
rest of the pitch and even enjoyed it. John turned the final overhang to complete a very fine climb, which undoubtably was his
both in conception and execution.
To speed the descent we decided to go directly to the coast via
Coire nan Laogh. This folly involved us in some desperate route
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finding on wet slabs overlaid with grass and screes and caused our
latest return yet.
The next three days we found ourselves tasting the wares of Slig
at lunchtime with mist or rain or both in the Black Cuillin. On two
of those days we climbed on Marsco, finding one route on an
insignificant looking crag facing Sligachan and another on the
S.W. Face.
It was. my turn to lead again and I set about the first part of the
former as if it were a boulder problem an overhang on outward
sloping holds. During the next 40 feet of traversing and grooves
about 1 out of over 10 apparent holds were safe enough to use. It
was possible to climb hardly using a single loose hold though, and
once done was extraordinarily satisfying, particularly as it led to a
delightfully steep rib. At the top of the rib heather and other vegetation drooped down like a Beatle hair-cut and it took some time to
summon up the will power to put any trust in it.
The rest of the climb was much more reasonable and quite
pleasant to give a surprising total of 400ft. On the way down my
mind drifted back to my only other visit to Skye when Dave Roberts
and myself, 8 years previously, had the good fortune to enjoy a
fortnight of good fine weather. During our leisure moments we
had both read the 'Hunting of the Snark' and I realised that this
climb had been our Boojum. Unlike the hunters in Lewis CarrolPs
tale, though, we had conquered the Boojum and two days later
we found, hunted and caught our Snark and left the island swathed
in a wild and magnificent sunset.
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Obituaries!
ELSIE STAFFORD

The death of Elsie Stafford last year was a grievous loss, not
only to her many friends in the MAM, but also to a very wide
circle both here and in the U.S., where she worked during the
early years of her career.
Joining the MAM soon after her return, she quickly established
an exceptionally happy relationship with everyone by her unobtrusive kindliness and her depth of understanding.
Her love of the hills and of mountain walking was profound but,
as many who shared her numerous visits to the hut or meets elsewhere will witness, it was her love of people and her capacity to find
the best in others and enter completely into their enthusiams which
epitomised her character.
Although a gifted and widely experienced mountaineer she was
always humble and she found her happiness in her unstinted help
and work for others.
To her brothers and family we extend our deepest sympathy.
R.O.T.

w/cdr. c. w. H. THOMSON
W/Cdr. 'Tommy' Thomson died at his home in Norfolk, in February 1969. He was 54.
Tommy was born in Stratford, New Zealand, on the lower slopes
of Mount Egmont, and learned to climb and ski on his local mountains. He made 61 ascents of Mt. Egmont in all weathers, and helped
to develop the ski-ing facilities there, making the first ski descent
of its East Face.
He came to England in 1939 to join the RAF as a Pilot Officer.
Typically he managed to ski or climb in Canada, Newfoundland,
Labrador, Greenland and Iceland during stop periods while ferrying aircraft from Canada to the UK. During this period he took part
in the first East-West winter Atlantic crossing and helped to tow a
glider across the Atlantic, for the first and, I think, only time it
was done.
Later he flew from Africa, India, China, Malaya and Malta on
delivery and testing flights and served in Bomber Command, Transport Command, AHQ India and AHQ Malta. While in India he
made a fortnight's trek in the Sind Valley in Kashmir and a three
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week trek in Sikkim with his wife Betty along the pre-war Everest
approach route.
In Malta he founded the RAF Malta Mountaineering and Ski
Club and flew parties to Sicily to ski and climb on Mount Etna.
Tommy met up with the London Section of the M.A.M. in the
early 1950's and very soon came out to the Alps with us, starting
with an epic trip to Zermatt on a minimal currency allowance and
expending energy at a greater rate than we could afford food. He
had a flair for large mountains; his navigation and route finding
was superb, and he was unruffled and generous even under the
pressure of overlong days under difficult conditions.
The Alpine visits became annual affairs and with Norman Cochran in the party as well they were memorable and exceedingly
active holidays ranging most areas of the Alps. These trips he interspersed with ski-touring expeditions with the RAF Ski Club in
the Alps.
Tommy's last climbing expedition to the Alps was in 1964 when
he led the M.A.M. meet in Courmayeur. It was his third visit there
and he was very much at home, entertaining his friends among his
favourite peaks. The holiday culminated in a two day traverse of
the Mt. Blanc chain from the Aiguille de Bionnassay to the Dent
du Midi under perfect conditions. Tommy said then that he had
derived so much pleasure from it that even if it was his last big
expedition he would be satisfied.
He climbed frequently in Wales, Scotland and the Lakes, leading
climbs up to V.S. standard and taking part in several rescue operations, being in charge of some of them. While in the Canadian
Rockies with Betty he climbed Mt. Pyramid and Mt. Edith Cavell,
and on the same trip the Grand Teton in the U.S.A. He was a
member of the Alpine Club and the Climbers Club.
On retiring from the RAF, Tommy revisited New Zealand in
1959 to learn fruit farming and came back to England to establish a
sizeable fruit farm in Norfolk, where he lived with Betty and their
three sons who all shared his life with joy. Here he found time to
run a flying club and sail as well as being Chairman of the Parish
Council and Vice President of the British Legion Branch. He flew
until a few weeks before he died.
Tommy was so much alive and friendly, so well integrated with
his wife and family, and so much an essential part of any activity
in which he joined that it is almost impossible to believe that he is
no longer around. We extend our deepest sympathy to Betty and
her sons, whose loss is so great. He had a beautiful combination of
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strength, courage and gentleness and leaves many of us with
memories of splendid days in his company.
TED LLOYD
MRS. K. PALMER

Mrs. Palmer was a member of the Association from 1953 until the
time of her death in 1968. To those who knew her she was a most
ardent and keen gardener and she and her husband spent a considerable amount of their leisure time tending, altering and maintaining a beautiful garden at their home in Henley in Arden. Mrs.
Palmer was well known locally for her active work in the village
and her special interest was the Womans' Institute of which she was
President for a number of years. As readers know Mr. K. G. Palmer
is a most respected member of the Association for 38 years and only
recently he has given up 'the post of Hon. Auditor after holding
this for a considerable number of years.
It is indeed a happy thought that love of mountains and mountaineering was strong in the family for both Mr. and Mrs. Palmer's
son arid daughter joined the Association in 1959, we only regret we
lost the one when she went to settle in the United States. To Mr.
Palmer and his family the Members of the Association would wish
to extend their sympathy.
P.J.R.
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CLIMBS and NOTES

1968

In spite of the Foot and Mouth epidemic at the beginning of the
year the last twelve months have been very successful, and have
seen members mountaineering (or simple climbing) the length and
breadth of the British Isles, as well as quite a few areas abroad. On
the Continent, due to a particularly viscious summer, achievements
were modest. In an effort to prevent this section becoming a long
list of names, and unbearably long, only the more unusual routes or
areas will be mentioned. Once again, the editor has been in the
unfortunate position of knowing about only a small proportion of the
please bear with me even though your name isn't
club's activities
mentioned. My ignorance can only be lessened by correspondence.
As usual, Snowdonia has taken the brunt of P.A. or hob-nail
scratchings. The Pass and Ogwen remain as popular as before, with
their respective adherents and Tremadoc has been visited even more
frequently. Vector, First Slip, Grasper and Diadic have all received
two or more ascents and the first seems to be rapidly replacing
Cenotaph as a a club 'test-piece' though without much success to
date ! The overhanging pleasures of Carreg Hydd-Drem and Castell
Cidwm were also sampled with Central Wall on the latter (by
Chris Perry) being particularly notable.
That other fine weather playground, Angelsey, has at last come
into its own, once people realised that here were long serious routes
with no more loose rock than is unfortunately encountered on an
average Welsh cliff. The Gauntlet, Gogarth and Central Park have
become very popular and can be recommended to any visitor. At
a higher standard Big Groove, Rat Race, Park Lane, Winking
Crack (free), Mousetrap and Kalahari have all had ascents. Dinosaur still remains inviolate though not unviolated.
As mentioned above the .North Side of the Pass saw its usual
stream of MAM visitors but the South Side attracted more discerning climbers. Diagonal and Nexus were found to be very good while
Tremolite proved a scrappy imposter.
A dry, if dismal summer, enabled many of the Cloggy classics to
be ascended. Graham Willison and Alan Kragh did Llithrig and the
West Girdle while Roger High climbed Ghecko Groove. Other
routes, such as Mostest, Troach, Shrike, The Corner, Ghecko and
the Steep Band were the product of Perry's summer vacation with
other Stoats.
Meantime the Lake District had a spectacularly dry year and
Graham Willison took full advantage by climbing nearly every
worthwhile V.S. and H.V.S, in the summer evenings. He also
accompanied Harwood on the Central Pillar. The Harrison-PerryThurston combo visited Borrowdale at a particularly wet time
(familiar sound) but managed Praying Mantis, Bludgeon, Nth.
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Crag Eliminate and Dedication. Thurston also reached the Niche
but no one wanted to follow so he was left to throw himself over
Upper Falcon in a spectacular (though unforseen) John Cleare
attempt at photography
fortunately his safety rope held and he
escaped injury! Elswhere The Last Laugh provided fair sport
in the wet but Extol was too well defended by the Storm clouds.
In Langdale Bob Burns climbed Haste Not Direct but found that
Sword of Damocles was too much for an evening's work.
Further north over the border, the usual Glen Coe, Ben Nevis and
Skye visits took place. Of the Fort William meet, Chris Rodgers
writes : 'The Easter Meet in 1968 was, as usual held at Rhu Mhor
Guest House, and believe it or not, was favoured with perfect
weather over the Easter weekend and quite good weather for the
rest of the week. Sixteen members and one visitor attended and a
varied programme of climbs and walks was enjoyed by all.
Glorious blue sky on the first morning saw a large party set off
for the Mamores where four summits were traversed starting from
Sgurr a Mhaim and ending at Mullach nan Coirean before descending through the forest. Other parties climbed Nos. 3 and 4
Gullies. The next few days also treated us to blue skies and sunshine and parties were busy on the Ben Nevis Horseshoe, Bidian nam
Bian and the Great Ridge of Garbh Bheinn in Ardgour, this mountain also ascended by the S.E. Ridge. When the perfect weather
slightly deteriorated very strong winds were encountered and one
party attempting the Ben Nevis Horseshoe was blown flat several
times but the Aonach Eagach Ridge and Beinn a Bheithir were
traversed.' 1
Several new routes were made in Skye by Harwood and High
(see article) and Trevor Savage was able to take full advantage of
the summer's drought with his visit to the Highlands.
While the Foot and Mouth epidemic was with us Gritstone was
displaced by Bristol but regained popularity later. Bob Thornton,
Dave Hughes and Trev Bridges climbed many classics while the
Stoats ascended both Unconquerables, Congo Corner, Peapod,
Brown's Eliminate and other modern routes. Even Armscliff in farflung Yorkshire took a hammering. The limestone of the peak wasn't
neglected either. At Stoney, such climbs as The Flakes, Compositae
Grooves, Padme, and Mortuary Steps were climbed as well as the
usual V.S.'s while Ravensdale, Ravenstor, Water-cum-Jolly and
Matlock had other visits.
In the Avon Gorge the new routes of Ward-Drummond received
their early ascents by MAM members. Of the major routes, only
The Blic and Equator have not been done, though even the latter
was half climbed by Perry and Harwood before rain ended the
attempt. Ascents include Malambo (3), Pink Wall Direct, Drang (2),
The Mal (3), The Preter (2), White Elephant, Last Slip (4), Limbo
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(2) and Spinor. Chris Perry has taken a leading part in these
activities with Harwood and High also leading some of these. Other
members climbed the H.V.S. and V.S. classics frequently and
Perry and Harwood rounded off the year by completing the former's
route Peryl. The Cheddar Gorge (Coronation Street) was climbed,
not without interference by well-meaning police but in sunny Cornwall Ted Laidler and John Shakespear found their paradise on the
warm rough granite (or was it golden beaches). Devonshire cliffs
were also visited.
The London Section continues to ascend the problems of Stone
Farm and Harrison's with Neil Ferret, Stuart Hutchinson and the
Highs being particularly active. Keele Rocks sandstone was further
developed by Dave Hughes and Helsby saw its share of visitors.

ABROAD
Bad weather upset everyone's calculations in Europe and Trev
Bridges had a terrible fortnight in the Dolomites.
At Chamonix a strong but disgruntled party got very wet and
achieved little. Perhaps the best climb was the W. Face of the
Albert (T.D. sup) by Perry and Harrison and Courmayer was
equally foul.
In Corsica The Lloyds, Dorothy Nock and Stuart Hutchinson
climbed the Punta Innominata and the South Face of Paglia Orba.
After the latter they made a cross-country traverse over the Col
Foggiale and down the Vallon der Prungroli. Ted Lloyd writes
'when we returned to camp we found it fairly well ravaged by wild
pig who had not only eaten the food but 200 cigarettes and a packet
of Surf. They were followed up next day by mules, donkeys, goats,
sheep, cows and horses looking for sustenance and a quiet smoke.
They then visited the Towers of Asinao and the Promontoire.
In the Himalayas Mac Mahon was a member of a small party
which ascended Miangul Sar (see article).
Bob Burns visited the States and Canada (see article) and Bill
Thurston teamed up with Bob Robinson for some climbing in the
Eastern States.
NOTES ON THE DACHSTEIN
ROGER HIGH

Situated in mid-Austria, the Dachstein is too far East and too isolated
to be included in most climbing programmes. It is within range of most
parts of Austria for weekend climbing, but is not overrun by climbers from
Munich, as are the Kaisergebirge.
It is approached from Schladming via a toll road to Ramsau. One can
camp near the car park or continue up to the hut which looks out to the
S. Face. The S. Face is impressive, forming one side of a large cirque. There
are many routes of varying length and the only one Wernes and I attempted
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is the Steiner route on the S. Face, 1000 m or so of varied limestone climbing
on sound rock. Much of the rock is smooth and very slippery when wet.
The guide book is good, if one's rope-mate is Austrian. Even so, we did
manage to make an error due to the vagueness of the rock rather than the
description! It caused us to do the Munchen Kamin variation (V+) instead
excellent climbing it was too and well worth
of the normal IV + route
the effort. The descent is by the tourist route, well marked with ladders,
handrails and chains to the glacier. The glacier is followed round to a
couloir leading back to camp.
For the record we took nine hours on the climb and 14 hours camp to
camp.
The most exciting part of the weekend was undoubtedly the drive down
the hairpin bends to Schladming.
SOME CLIMBS IN WEST CUMBERLAND
The chief merit of climbing on St. Bees Head or at Glints Quarry
is not immediately obvious. If, however, one bears in mind that the average
annual rainfall at Seathwaite (Borrowdale) is 140 in. and at St. Bees 35 in.
then a potential soaking on Dow could be exchanged for a drive, of little
over an hour from Low House, for the proverbial sun-baked rock of the
W. Coast.
Fleswick Bay GR945133
The Bay is best approached from St Bees, where cars may be parked on
the front, by walking along the cliff top for about half an hour.
Alternatively, cars may be taken to a point about 300 yds. beyond Tamflat
Hall farm and left at GR945145 from where a track leads south across the
muddy fields to the bay. This reduces the walk to about 15 minutes but
the approach roads through Sandwith are difficult to find and the walk
is very much less pleasant than from St. Bees. It is also possible to walk
north from St. Bees along the base of the cliffs, except at the highest tides,
but more time should be allowed for this.
The rock is sandstone and not unlike the Tunbridge Wells variety,
although without the dustiness which is a feature at Harrisons Rocks. The
flake holds look capable of shearing off and, although this problem doesn't
actually seem to have been experienced one is constantly expecting it. Leads
here are poorly protected by present day standards. Flake runners are structurally weak and metal chockstones give the impression that they would
grind their way free under any stress. Abnormally long pegs (such as antique
barbed ice pegs) are to be found but the majority of runners seem to be
large baulks of timber hammered into vertical cracks and treated as chockstones. The lower half of the cliffs, which rise to 200 ft. on the south of
the Bay and over 300 ft. to the north, are clean, compact and very steep.
The upper parts are slightly less steep and often profusely vegetated.
Immediately on the south side of the bay is a small buttress which offers
several short problems of all standards of difficulty. These may be top-roped
by belaying to a cliff top telegraph pole. Those undaunted by this
experience my like to walk about 300 yds. to the south to where the
pebble beach gives way to a rock platform and large boulders. Here rises
a clean square-cut buttress capped, half way up the cliff, by a massive cannon
of rock. Below its left hand (north end) lies a shallow slobby corner rising
in a series of scoops for about 100 ft. The route lies up the corner and is
said to be hardish V.S. (4c). Starting from the same corner and traversing
to the rib on the right a line of cracks leading up the buttress to the right
hand end of the cannon has been climbed. This is said to be harder and
is more exposed than the previous route. The crux apparently arrives when
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the cannon is reached because the cliff has not been climbed in its upper
grassy section and one must make a palpitating abseil from a timber chockstone. An easier climb lies about a hundred yards farther south up the one
and only chimney on the face. The standard is about mild V.S. but the exit
is very dirty.
In spite of the climbing, the Bay is a most attractive feature of the coast,
especially at low tide. It is an unfrequented place and worth a visit when
Coniston is waterlogged. Specimens of jasper and agate are found on the
beach and their hunting can always be declared the object of the day should
one have to rationalise on necessity.
Glints Quarry GRQ08123
HUKIN6
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The quarry is reached by driving from Egremont towards Whitehaven
along the A 595. About half a mile north of the centre of Egremont a right
fork is taken (A 5086) signposted Cockermouth and Cleatar. After quarter
of a mile turn left and go uphill for a'bout 200 yds. to a car park beside a
bridge. From the bridge a track leads uphill for a few yards through a
wood to the quarry which is in the shape of a huge amphitheatre about
100 ft. deep and up to quarter of a mile in diameter. The rock is limestone and very loose in places. Although the presence of wedges and pitons
suggests that climbs are lead this is difficult to justify on some routes and
top-roping is normal. The best and longest climbs lie in the top
N.W. corner of the quarry. The light grey south facing wall offers the best
introduction with the climbing generally of Very Difficult or Severe standard
and a lenrgth of a'bout 100 ft (routes 11 18). As this wall is approached
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there lies on its left a broken section of cliff which affords an easy route
up or down. To its left again is an extremely steep White Buttress which
gives only one route (no. 10). To the left again is a prominent hanging
chimney in the upper half of the crag (no. y) and then a series of loose
shallow grooves on grey rock (nos. 7 and 8) and this high section of the
quarry, extending tor about a hundred yards beyond the White Buttress,
ends in the compact Red Wall split on its right hand side by two prominent
horizontal ledges, and some steep vertical cracks up which lie the climbs (I
and 2)Horizontal ledges are the chief characteristics of the climbs and the
mantleshelf is a common move. Many of the climbs lack individuality and,
by discreet horizontal traverses, it is possible to link up the routes
and produce an infinite number of variations.
The longest climbs are described from left to right as one first sees the
quarry. They are numbered as in the diagram.
1

Red Wall Direct. 100 ft. Hard Very Severe.
Start: 10 ft. L. of crack of the Original Route (2).
A difficult move on to a grassy ledge at 10 ft.,'then follow a crack via
jammed blocks to a clean corner. Climb this and swing R. under o'hang
to a ledge. Follow groove above, difficult at first, to the top.
2 Red Wall Original. 100 ft. Very Severe.
Bridge up three successive corners and finish by a steep wall. Sustained.
3 Manic Depression. 100 ft. Extremely Severe.
Start: Beneath the right-most groove on the Red Wall.
Up groove for a few feet then make a difficult move right and up the
wall to a ledge. Mantleshelf on to ledge and up to another, grassy, one.
Follow the groove above to o'hang, swing out left and pull up strenuously.
Continue to top.
4 The Black Corner. 100 ft. Severe
Takes the wet black corner. Difficulty is soon over.
5 Broken Way. 80 ft. Very Diffiicult
Takes the pleasant corner on the L. of the shattered grey buttress and
steps L. at the o'hang on to easy ground.
6 Shattered Buttress. 80 ft. Severe
Takes the easiest line up the buttress turning the main o'hang on its
right. From the second ledge innumerable variations are possible. Extremely
loose.
7 Two-toe Shuffle. 80 ft. Hard Very Severe
The left hand groove
Climb a groove to the horizontal o'hang. Direct entry to the main groove
is difficult so step L. and ascend the rib till a move R. can be made. Follow
the groove to easy ground.
8 The Illusion. 80 ft. Very Severe
The R. hand groove.
Climb a crack and groove just R. of Two-toe Shuffle to the o'hang. Climb
up the wall and groove above on reasonable holds.
9 Arete and Chimney. 120 ft. Very Severe
Pleasantly up the arete followed by a swing L. under the o'hang then
strenuously up the narrow chimney.
10 The White Wall. 50 ft. Extremely Severe
'
Climbs the thin crack just L. of the arete on the White Wall.
Originally pegged.
Start up the crack using side pulls. A strenuous move to reach a peg at
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15 ft, and use this to reach a resting ledge. Move slightly L. and then up
with difficulty to reach a good hold. Continue to top. Strenuous.
11-15 The South Face Routes. 100 ft.
The cliff can be climbed at will in this region: it is only the entries
which define the routes. V. Diff. to Severe.
16, 17 The Ledge Routes. 100 ft. Very Difficult
The cliff top lies well back in this section and it is difficult to get a
rope down. Reatively sound rock in the steeper lower sections and credible
belay bushes higher up make these the only common leads.
In addition to the climbs described there are many other lines which
or
have been or could be climbed but they tend to be either shorter, broken
vegetated. The extreme wings of the quarry give some very steep climbing
with short sections of tension traverse e.g. no. 18 or etrier climbing from
wedges which are in place and readily visible.
Graham Willison
LEICESTERSHIRE CLIMBING
to
The igneous rocks of Leicestershire represent the nearest crags our
in
Birmingham and, if for this reason alone, deserve to be discussed
by Ken
Journal. A guidebook is available (Rock Climbs in Leicestershire and
this
Vickers, published by the Leicester Association oE Mountaineers)
1965.
to
prior
climbing
rock
the
with
deals
Because of the unfamiliarity of most of Leicestershire's cliffs and climbs'
it was considered worthwhile bringing some of the better routes to members
notice, and advising or detracting from visits to different areas. The first
the
point to remember is that Leicestershire is an area tor a day's visit orwith
odd summer evening. The climbs are not long and do not compare
say, the Avon Gorge but are more comparable to such places as Lawrence
there
field or Black Rocks. Because many o£ the cliffs are ex-quarries then guide
the
is much loose rock and it is necessary to "choose one's beers" (as
of the rock
says) very carefully. In addition, because of the blasting, some South)
and
tends to be unpleasant to climb on (e.g. Hangingstones
Towyn.
is reminiscent of some of the newer Welsh "discoveries" such as Tyn Huncote
However, the best routes are very good and the major cliff
is impressive, giving an atmosphere more akin to Tremadoc than
Quarry
a Midland's practice crag.
One of the best places to visit is the Brand (obtain permission first!).
bank
This small little crag is situated in the grounds of an estate on the
boat,
of a deep-looking lake. Some half of the cliff is inaccessible, except by
but on the remainder Mango (V.S.) and Knuckle-Grinder JH.V.S.) are fine
routes though the former takes a full day to dry after rain.
The two Hangingstones cliffs are popular. The South Quarry is an abode
for
for "tigers" and Christ (H.V.S.) is the classic line. Nuts are possible
protection and bad rock is at a minimum. The holds are generally sloping
and smooth so that first moves off the ground tend to be timerous!
Whitwick Quarry has been falling down for a year now and climbs there
the
must be chosen with extreme care. After a 100 ft. route on this cliff
much-vaunted looseness of Anglesey seemed to have disappeared!

Although by no means the largest cliff in the Charnwood Forest, Craig
in a
Buddon can make a fair claim for being the most beautiful. Situated
, climbing
pleasant wood with extensive views out over Switzerland Reservoir
here is a positive pleasure on a sunny afternoon or evening. Unlike many
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Leicestershire cliffs the rock is quite solid but protection is bad. Go Slow
(S.) is a good climb to start on and Virago (V.S.) one which must not be
missed. The mantleshelf, with no protection, is more intimidating than
difficult.
The crags in Broadgate Park and on Beacon Hill are useful for a warm
up when by oneself on a sunny day in winter or for summer evenings.
There are few places where one could not jump off with impunity if the going
becomes too difficult. Both places are best avoided in summer time at weekends unless you enjoy providing amusement for hoards of picnicers.
Enderby Quarry contains a vast amount of rock and many more routes
must have been done since the guide was written. Loose rock is plentiful
but this should not deter one from making a visit. Euclid (S.) is the classic
of the quarry and only loose in the upper part. Hymac (S.) is also quite
good 'but definitely do as the guide suggests and abseil off the tree at the
end of the second pitch. Unfortunately, access is banned at present.
A descent into the depths of Huncote Quarry is the prime raison d'etre
for visiting Leicestershire but make sure that shooting is not taking placet
Here, at any rate, is a place where one can spend more than just a single
day doing the climbs which are nearly all worthwhile.
In conclusion, any MAM member can be warmly recommended to go
east for some practice. The quiet secluded nature of the climbing on unscratched vegetation-free rocks more than makes up for occasional shortcomings of length or soundness. Don'lt expect too much and so be pleasantly
surprised.
T. F. BRIDGES, J. HARWOOD, K. S. VICKERS
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Plate ll(h)

Steve VaUance climbing

THE FLAKES, STONEY MIDDLETON

(John Hartvood)
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EQUATOR, AVON GOUGE
Chris Perry climbinK
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LAKE DISTRICT

Coniston Area
YEWDALE CRAG
FRICTION.
170 ft.
Very severe.
Start: About 20 ft. R. of Dusk.
(1) 80 ft. Climb slab and traverse L. to a small tree. Go up corner and
move R. to gain gangway which follow to stance. Peg belay.
(2) 90 ft. Climb slabs slightly Lwards to large block and continue up the
easier buttress above this.
J. Harwood, G. Willison, agth September 1968.
DOW CRAG
ELIMINATE A variations.
Very severe.
(2) Instead o£ the step L. move R. and up steeply to the belay at the end
of pitch 3.
(7) Climb the corner on the L. of the stance and surmount the overhang on
ood holds directly above the corner. Continue in the same line.
. Harwood, R. A. High (alt.) ist June 1969.
Langdale Area
GIMMER CRAG
INTERN, variation finish.
110 ft.
Very Severe
From the belay at the top of the crux pitch follow the slab up left to a
steep wall. Climb the overhang above on the left and continue up the wall
directly to the top (crossing N. W. Arete and finishing by Asterisk). A superb
pitch.
J. Harwood, R. A. High 3oth May, 1969.

f

AVON GORGE
Main Area
PERYL
180 ft.
Extremely Severe.
A superdirect up the Pink Wall Area between the lines of Lich Gates and
The White Elephant. An artificial route but both pitches are commiting
and give good and difficult climbing though rather spoilt by the amount of
aid required.
(1) looft.
5C.
Start as for the White Elephant and follow this to the
first block overhang. Climb over the overhang directly at its right hand
end and mantleshelf with difficulty onto large holds. Move up and L. a
few feet to reach a peg runner below a smooth overhanging pink wall.
Follow a gangway of greyish rock up the R. side of this to reach
another peg after aoft. Using this as a handhold swing R. to reach a
large pocket above. Move L. along the fault line using 3 pegs for aid
(2nd removed) and then move delicately onto a ledge soft R. of the
overhang on pitch z of Lich Gates.
(2) Soft.
5b. Climb the wall behind the belay to a peg about aoft. up
and slightly R. Use this to move up and reach another in a short
groove. Use this to climb up to a slab leading to the handtraverse of
Pink Wall Traverse. Finish by this.
Pitch i C. Perry and D. Pearce (shared lead) z8th June 1968.
Pitch 2 C. Perry, J. Harwood i7th Nov. 1968.
LEICESTERSHIRE
HUNCOTE QUARRY
The following are a number of climbs which have been made recently
in the Quarry. They act as a supplement to descriptions already published
in the Guide Book and in New Climbs, 1969. It is emphasised that these
descriptions are those of the first ascent. Repeats should be made with
caution! Huncote is quite a serious crag and care should be taken with the
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exits of climbs on the west side of the quarry due to the screen of brambles,
nettles etc. at the top. In general, the rock is good (for quarried) and protection by natural runners usually adequate. It is undoubtedly the finest
climbing in Leicestershire. Note that the cliff is S. W. of Leicester not S. E.
as the guide indicates.
Climbs are described from R. to L. as one faces the cliffs from the descent
ramp.
The upper wall of Puckoon is bounded to its left by a series of grooves.
There are four lines which finish at the top of the cliff and a few shorter
ones which either end at a smooth bulging wall (goft. from the top) or, as
with pitch 3 of The Rack lead to a large grass ledge above the impressive
wall of the Rack Direct.
NECROTIC.
160 ft.
Severe
Start: soft. L. of Alleluia Road at an obvious groove slanting L.
(1) Soft. Up the groove for a few feet until a traverse R. can be made, then
up and over Targe cleft block to grass and a peg belay.
(2) soft. Move L. through the roofs till below a. short groove with a tree
at its head. Up this to a small grass ledge. Peg belay.
(3) 3oft. From R. end of ledge move up R.wards and hence to the top.
This route takes the easiest line in the groove area.
R. Hudson, M. Warburton, S. Gregory Feb. 1967.

CHICKEN RUN.

150 ft.

Very Severe

The R. hand grcove.
Start: At L. end of lower wall in an o'hung groove (goft. L. of Alleluia Road).
4oft. Up the groove and easier ground to L. end of large grass ledge.
4oft. Move R. across wall beneath o'hanging crack then up easily to
belay beneath groove line just above bush at L. side of final wall of
Puckoon.
(3) 7oft. Climb the R. wall of the groove at first till a small grass
ledge in the groove can be gained (peg used for protection). Continue
up corner direct to top.
J. Harwood 14th May 1969.
BEE-BOP-A-LU-LA.
150 ft.
Very Severe.
The next groove L. A good route.
(i) 40 ft. As for Chicken Run.
(3) 40 ft. As for Chicken Run.
Aternatively one could climb pitches i and 2 of Puckoon and traverse L.
(3) 70 ft. Enter the groove by bridging, then lay back the smooth section.
Continue to the top.
J. Harwood, 14* May, 1969.
THE UN-ORIGINAL ROUTE.
170 ft.
Severe.
Take the third groove L. (the central one, with a bush in it about 30 ft.
from the top.
Start: As for Necrotic, at a groove slanting L.
80 ft. Climb the groove to a grass ledge (iron rail embedded here).
90 ft. Climb the groove above and R, past two small bushes. The loose
final section was turned by the groove immediately R (Bee-bop-a-lu-la).
A protection peg was used on the first ascent but was found unnecessary
on the ascent of Bee-bop-a-lu-la as small nuts are now possible due to
gardening.
J. Harwood, C. Perry (alt.), 7th May, 1969.

DECEPTION.
170 ft.
Very severe.
Takes the fourth groove line at the top. Another interesting route.
(1) As for pitch i of Un-original Route.
(2) 90 ft. Climb the groove on the left for about 50 ft. till it peters out
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beneath a smooth wall. (It is possible to traverse L. to the grass ledge
of The Rack from here). Swing R. into another groove and follow this
to the top, moving L. or R. of the final roof.
The first ascent used the R. exit, but the L. one was top-roped and is
of the same standard.
J. Harwood, i4th May, 1969.
Severe.
!8o ft.
SINGLET.
The route follows the obvious very shattered rib sloping R.wards to the R.
of Tummy Rumble Groove and to the L. of the Stretcher.
Start: In the lowest point of the quarry.
Climb the very overgrown start of the rib on the L. flank till a rather
rotten groove leads through the overhangs then up the slabs on top of
the rib and the last pitch of Tummy Rumble Groove.
Better than it looks.
R. Singleton, A.N.O., June 1968.
Severe.
140 ft.
COD LIVER OIL.
Start: As for Tummy Rumble Groove.
(1) 80 ft. Climb the arete and cross grass ledge on R. to groove. Up slabby
R. wall of this to ledge. Step back into groove and climb this to good
ledge (junction with Tummy Rumble Groove).
(2) 60 ft. Climb the wall above to ledge then up the slab above at its R.hand side by a groove and then corner.
J. Harwood, zgth April, 1969.
An interesting route.
Severe.
190 ft.
MAYDAY RIB.
Start: To the R. of Leprosy Wall below an obvious shallow groove just R.
of an earth mound.
(1) 90 ft. Climb the groove and move R. a little onto a small ledge 'below
an undercut rib. Move up to and then L. round the rib. Move back onto
it and straight up to large grass ledge beneath o'hang
(2) 100 ft. Move L. slightly and then back above the o'hang, finish more
or less straight up with a little movement to the L. Include the ascent
of a wide crack at the back of a large block.
M. Warburton, C. Downs, ist May, 1967.
Severe.
190 ft.
SWASTIKA.
Start: Just to the 'R. of Zapata (and the sand bunker) in the corner of the
quarry. Below a fault trending R. to a 'belt of o'hangs.
(i) 90 ft. Climb easily up and dodge the o'hangs by some awkward moves
R. Continue of a traversing line to below the cone formed by the large
obvious roof,
(g) 100 ft. Exit R. from under the roof (the roof has been climbed direct,
the technicalities being obvious) and continue R.wards up a tongue of
grass. The bulge above is climbed by bridging and continuing to the
R. A broken groove leads more easily to the top.
A. Edmonds, R. Singleton, October 1967.
Hard, very severe.
150 ft.
THE RAMP.
A fine route taking the obvious steep groove sloping R.wards in the steep
walls opposite the old wooden ramp. The line is just L. of the R.most, and
most impressive wall.
Start: At a pile of large unstable looking blocks on the R. side of the initial
overhanging wall and below the actual groove.
(i) 40 ft. Monkey over the blocks and up to large rock ledge beneath the
groove.
(a) 50 ft. Move up the L. side of the groove to place an awkward peg (may
be in place) and use this to pull up and move R. for a few thin moves.
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Up and past a gorse 'bush to belay below a second, and more obvious
groove.
(3) 60 ft. Climb this by a jam crack or the R. arete. From the top move
R. 10 ft. onto a steep wall with ledges to below a weakness in the steep
rather loose looking wall above (peg for protection on first ascent). Climb
the wall direct and move a little R. at the top to finish in brambles.
J. Wallis, K. S. Vickers, May 1969.
Very severe.
130 ft
DAYLIGHT GROOVE.
Takes the groove line just R. of Midnight Crack.
Start: As for The Ramp.
(1) 50 ft. Easily up large blocks then move L. to large ledge across o'hanging
wall. From L. end of ledge (overlooking the pegs of Vallecular Wall)
pull up to grass ledge and from R. end of this climb to the belay of
Midnight Crack. Peg belay.
(2) 40 ft. Go up grooves immediately R. of Midnight Crack to ledge on the
R.
(3) 4oft. Step L. and up the clean groove (above line of M. Crack) and
then easier ground to the top. (It is possible to abseil from a spike
Hard, very severe.
150 ft.
SIXTEEN TONS
Climbs the crack immediately L. of Midnight Creek. The crux is awkward
and precarious.
70 ft. As for Midnight Crack.
80 ft. Move L. to base of crack and surmount the roof to a small ledge
with aid of a nut sling (crux). There are now good nuts and a thread
runner. Awkward for a few more feet then easier to a groove on the
L. which leads to the top and brambles.
J. Harwood, loth June, 1969.
The next wide groove left has also been climbed. Peg in place.
Very severe.
150 ft.
HADVI.
Start: 40/50 ft. L. of the obvious smooth block opposite the wooden ramp.
In the L. corner of the face, beneath a large red roof with steep red arete
above, leading to the top of the quarry.
(1) 40 ft. Climb a fine finger crack in the right angled corner to the R. of
the roof by some awkward layaway moves, to a large ledge above the
roof. Peg belay.
(2) 30 ft. Move R. by an easy slab to beneath a short leaning wall with
grassy ramp above to the right of the arete.
(3) 30 ft. Move R. again and make an awkward swing up onto the top of
the leaning wall, ascend the grassy ramp and belay at the top.
(4) 50 ft. Climb the wall above, not difficult, to finish in brambles as usual.
A better finish would be to ascend the red arete to the top

R. Withers, K. S. Vickers (alt. leads), June, 1968.
Very difficult.
40 ft.
4.32 p.m.
Start L. of a point where the wooden ramp has fallen down, at an obvious
layback crack. Climb the crack and over the block above to a grass ledge
with a short finishing wall. A number of similar climbs have also been
made in this area.
SHROPSHIRE

PONTESFORD ROCKS
Very severe.
180 ft.
LONESOME TRAVELLER.
Start: As for East Climb. More continuous than other routes on this
buttress.
(i) 40 ft. Move up a few feet then diagonally Lwards to ledge. Directly
above this to the tree.
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(a) 6o ft. Climb the wall above at its L. Via a short groove to o'hang and
the rib above this.
(3) 80 ft. Climb the slab at the L. side of the Nose. Up the corner above
(The Canopy) to join the finish of Taylor's Crack by a strenuous swing.
Finish by varsity Buttress.
J. Harwood, 14111 April, 1969.
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REVIEWS
David Robertson
55/-

GEORGE MALLORY
Faber and Faber

George Mallory, and his personel duel with Everest, will probably always be one of the most famous parts of British climbing
history. This book traces the various stages of his life up to the final
climax and tragedy of Everest.
The early pages show illuminating glimpses into the social enviroment of Cambridge and public schools at the beginning of the
century. Even at this early time Mallory's skill as a climber is
obvious, together with a rash bravery which led him to one or two
scrapes. His presence also seems to make a very favourable impression on people meeting him. Then came the Great War and
though at the most sordid level this
other glimpses of mankind
time. The second half of the book then deals with his Himilayan
trips.
I found the style of writing interesting and compelling though
I expect some climbers may be put off by the amount of detail and
non-climbing material. For myself, I enjoyed the book more for
this and expect that it will appeal to a much larger audience now.
I particularly liked the quotes from letters and diaries which gave
a kind of journalistic highlighting to events and personalities. There
are a number of photographs, most of which are good, and which
serve to illustrate most of the major subjects.
In conclusion, this is, in my opinion, a very complete and scholarly biography of an important mountaineer. I would recommend it
to anyone and the publishers are to be congratulated on a very
good piece of work.
J.H.
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